Planning Commission Agenda

August 21, 2012

CITY OF HUGHSON
PLANNING COMMISSION MEETING
City Hall Council Chambers
7018 Pine Street, Hughson, CA

AGENDA
TUESDAY, AUGUST 21, 2012 – 6:00 P.M.
CALL TO ORDER:

Vice Chair Julie Ann Strain

ROLL CALL:

Vice Chair Julie Ann Strain
Commissioner Kyle Little
Commissioner Jared Costa
Commissioner Karen Minyard

FLAG SALUTE:
INVOCATION:

1.

PUBLIC BUSINESS FROM THE FLOOR (No Action Can Be Taken):

Members of the Audience may address the Planning Commission on any item of interest to the
public pertaining to the City and may step to the podium, State their name and City of Residence
for the record (requirement of Name and City of Residence is optional) and make their
presentation. Please limit presentations to five minutes. Since the Planning Commission cannot
take action on matters not on the Agenda, unless the action is authorized by Section 54954.2 of
the Government Code, items of concern, which are not urgent in nature can be resolved more
expeditiously by completing and submitting to the City Clerk a “Citizen Request Form” which may
be obtained from the City Clerk.

2.

PRESENTATIONS:

3.

PUBLIC HEARING/WORKSHOP TO CONSIDER THE FOLLOWING:
3.1:

4.

None.

Consideration of a Recommendation to the Hughson City Council
Regarding the Adoption of Commercial Design Guidelines.

NEW BUSINESS:
4.1:

Approve the Minutes of the regular meeting of May 15, 2012.

4.2:

Receive Article: California's Boom Masks State's Uneven Recovery, by
Scott Thurm and Pui-Wing Tam.

Any documents produced by the City and distributed to a majority of the Planning Commission regarding any item
on this Agenda will be made available at the City Clerk’s counter at City Hall located at 7018 Pine Street, Hughson,
CA.
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4.3:

Receive Article: What’s to Become of Small Towns, by John Wilbanks.

4.4:

Receive Housing Update: Urban Habitat Decision Invalidates Housing
Cap and Mandates Affordable Housing Development, by Peter Gallota.

4.5:

Receive Article: Generational Projections of the California Populations by
Nativity and Year of Immigrant Arrival, by John Pitkin and Dowell Myers.

5.

CORRESPONDENCE:

6.

COMMENTS:
6.1:

None.

Staff Reports and Comments: (Information Only – No Action)
Community Development Director:
City Clerk:
City Attorney:

6.2:

Commissioner Comments: (Information Only – No Action)

ADJOURNMENT:
WAIVER WARNING
If you challenge a decision/direction of the Planning Commission in court, you may be limited to raising
only those issues you or someone else raised at a public hearing(s) described in this Agenda, or in
written correspondence delivered to the City of Hughson at or prior to, the public hearing(s).

UPCOMING EVENTS:
August 22



Oversight to the RDA Board Meeting, Council Chambers, 6:00pm

August 23



Budget & Finance Subcommittee Meeting, Council Chambers, 6:00pm



Hughson Historical Society 12th Annual Appreciation Night of
Longstanding Citizens, more information to come.

August 27



City Council Meeting, Council Chambers, 7:00pm

September 10



City Council Meeting, Council Chambers, 7:00pm

September 11



Parks and Recreation Meeting, Council Chambers, 6:00pm

September 15-16



HUGHSON HARVEST FESTIVAL

September 18



Planning Commission Meeting, Council Chambers, 6:00pm

September 24



City Council Meeting, Council Chambers, 7:00pm

August 24

Any documents produced by the City and distributed to a majority of the Planning Commission regarding any item
on this Agenda will be made available at the City Clerk’s counter at City Hall located at 7018 Pine Street, Hughson,
CA.
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RULES FOR ADDRESSING PLANNING COMMISSION
Members of the audience who wish to address the Planning Commission are requested to complete one
of the forms located on the table at the entrance of the Council Chambers and submit it to the City Clerk.
Filling out the card is voluntary.

AMERICANS WITH DISABILITIES ACT/CALIFORNIA BROWN ACT
NOTIFICATION FOR THE CITY OF HUGHSON
This Agenda shall be made available upon request in alternative formats to persons with a disability; as required by
the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990 (42 U.S.C. Section 12132) and the Ralph M. Brown Act (California
Government Code Section 54954.2).
Disabled or Special needs Accommodation: In compliance with the Americans with Disabilities Act, persons
requesting a disability related modification or accommodation in order to participate in the meeting and/or if you
need assistance to attend or participate in a Planning Commission meeting, please contact the City Clerk’s office at
(209) 883-4054. Notification at least 48-hours prior to the meeting will assist the City Clerk in assuring that
reasonable accommodations are made to provide accessibility to the meeting.

AFFIDAVIT OF POSTING
DATE:

August 17, 2012

TIME:

5:30pm

NAME:

Dominique Spinale

TITLE:

Deputy City Clerk

Notice Regarding Non-English Speakers:
Pursuant to California Constitution Article III, Section IV, establishing English as the official language for the
State of California, and in accordance with California Code of Civil Procedures Section 185, which requires
proceedings before any State Court to be in English, notice is hereby given that all proceedings before the
City of Hughson Planning Commission shall be in English and anyone wishing to address the Council is
required to have a translator present who will take an oath to make an accurate translation from any
language not English into the English language.

General Information: The Hughson Planning Commission meets in the Council
Chambers on the fourth Tuesday of each month at 6:00 p.m.,
unless otherwise noticed.
PC Agendas:

The Planning Commission Agenda is now available for public
review at the City’s website at www.hughson.org and City Clerk's
Office, 7018 Pine Street, Hughson, California on the Friday, prior
to the scheduled meeting. Copies and/or subscriptions can be
purchased for a nominal fee through the City Clerk’s Office.

Questions:

Contact the Deputy City Clerk at (209) 883-4054

Any documents produced by the City and distributed to a majority of the Planning Commission regarding any item
on this Agenda will be made available at the City Clerk’s counter at City Hall located at 7018 Pine Street, Hughson,
CA.
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Any documents produced by the City and distributed to a majority of the Planning Commission regarding any
item on this Agenda will be made available at the City Clerk’s counter at City Hall located at 7018 Pine Street,
Hughson, CA.
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PLANNING COMMISSION AGENDA
ITEM NO. 3.1
SECTION 3: PUBLIC HEARING

Presented By:
Meeting Date:
Subject:
Enclosures:
Desired Action:

Thom Clark, Community Development Director
August 21, 2012
Consideration of a Recommendation to the Hughson City Council
Regarding Adoption of Commercial Design Guidelines
Draft City of Hughson Commercial Design Guidelines
Review; Amend as Necessary, and Forward to the City
Council for Adoption by Resolution

Background and Discussion:
The Hughson Municipal Code Title 17, Zoning Ordinance, requires that all new
buildings, most building conversions, and projects requiring intensification of land
use must go through a Design Review process. The ordinance states that the
Design Expectations manual is to be used for residential projects. Other projects
would receive guidance from any other design documents adopted by the City
Council.
Although the City Council has adopted Multi-Family Design Guidelines, after
review and recommendation by the Planning Commission, no other design
documents have been adopted. The lack of commercial design guidelines has
been especially problematic for the Planning Commission since the Commission
has had to review a number of commercial projects while having no direction
except for the residential guidelines. The Commercial Design Guidelines before
you tonight are intended to fill that void.
The Design Review process is intended to promote orderly, attractive, and
harmonious development, recognize environmental limitations on development,
stabilize land values and investments and promote the general welfare. The
process aims to achieve these goals by preventing uses or structures which would
not properly relate to their site, surroundings, traffic circulation, or environmental
setting.
Recommendation:
Review; amend as necessary and forward to the City Council for adoption by
resolution.

City of Hughson
Commercial Design Guidelines
Introduction
This document provides general design guidelines for all types of commercial development
projects throughout the City, including retail, office, and service uses. The guidelines in this
section will address the general design aspects of the project. The guidelines must be followed
to the greatest degree possible.
The design guidelines address:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Site Planning
Architecture
Use of Materials and Colors
Building Accessories
Additions, Remodeling, and Rehabilitation
Landscaping
Parking and Circulation
Public Safety Through Design

Applicability
The design guidelines in this section are applicable to all commercial projects throughout the
City, including retail, office, and service uses as follows:
1. New commercial development throughout the City, including the Downtown district.
2. Additions and exterior remodeling of existing commercial development throughout the
City.

GENERAL DESIGN OBJECTIVES
The general commercial design guidelines are based on a variety of specific objectives that
establish the basis for the guidelines. The design guidelines in this section are intended to
implement the following objectives:
•

Quality Development – Achieve a high level of quality development
by ensuring that development fits within the context of its
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surroundings, does not negatively impact adjacent uses, provides
superior architectural detailing, incorporates appropriate high quality,
durable materials, includes significant landscape improvements, and
achieves an efficient/aesthetic arrangement of onsite facilities.
•

Consistent Development Pattern – Maintain a strong sense of
continuity along street frontages to strengthen the visual image of
commercial corridors.

•

Compatibility With Surrounding Uses – Ensure that new
development (including redevelopment and remodeling)
complements surrounding uses and does not create negative
impacts for such uses. Ensure that development is aesthetically
pleasing, especially when viewed from adjacent properties or streets

•

Functional Site Arrangement – Ensure that the arrangement of
onsite facilities (e.g., buildings, parking areas, accessory uses, etc.)
are planned appropriately to establish an efficient, safe, and
aesthetically pleasing site layout.

•

Safe/Convenient Circulation and Parking - Provide safe,
convenient, and efficient vehicular access, circulation, parking,
loading, and maneuvering. Encourage pedestrian activity by
providing convenient access and safe pedestrian routes.

•

Architectural Character – Maintain a high level of architectural
design through appropriate detailing, use of quality/durable
materials, and the avoidance of blank, uninteresting wall planes.
Provide high quality and visually interesting roof designs consistent
with the overall design of the building and surrounding quality
development.

•

Landscape Emphasis – Encourage the extensive use of
landscaping in order to achieve visually pleasing development,
provide a unified development scheme through a cohesive
arrangement of landscape and hardscape elements, provide
pedestrian comfort, and enhance views of the site by screening
potentially unattractive elements (e.g., trash enclosures, parking
areas, etc.).

•

Safety – Maintain a high level of public safety through appropriate
design of spaces and amenities, including pedestrian areas, parking
lots, landscaping, and lighting.
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SITE PLANNING
Issues
Site planning considers how the various components of a development (i.e., buildings,
circulation, parking, open space, etc.) relate to adjacent streets and existing development, and
how the various components relate to each other within the development site. The main issues
related to site planning include:
•

Ensuring the new development has the appropriate relationship to
the street given the context of surrounding development.

•

Ensuring that new development takes into account its relationship to
and interface with surrounding existing development, especially
residential uses.

•

Ensuring that the arrangement of onsite facilities has been planned
in a comprehensive manner and that the layout of the various site
components is efficient, convenient, safe, and aesthetically pleasing.

Objectives Supported
•

Quality development

•

Consistent development pattern

•

Compatibility with surrounding uses

•

Functional site arrangement

•

Safety

A. Determining the Appropriate Development Pattern
The relationship between the location of the on-site buildings, parking areas, circulation routes,
open spaces, and landscaping is an important design consideration that must be considered
early in the design process. In Hughson, as in most communities of its age and size, there are a
number of typical site arrangements that have prevailed over time. These are described in text
and graphics on the following pages.
Depending on the requirements of the Zoning Ordinance and the existing development on
adjacent parcels, new infill projects will be expected to follow one of the development patterns
described in the following examples in conjunction with the appropriate general design
guidelines in this section. To determine which development pattern is the appropriate one to
follow, the existing development pattern that occurs on both sides of the street within the block
where the project is proposed should be closely observed. From this observation it should be
determined which of the three development patterns (i.e., Examples A through C) is most
common (occurs most frequently). That is the development pattern that should be followed
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for the new project, except where the existing development pattern is one that is a poor example
and is not appropriate for the area. The Downtown Commercial Zoning District allows only Street
Adjacent Buildings, as in Example A below.
If several different development patterns exist and it is difficult to determine which example is the
appropriate one to use, the example that creates the most pedestrian friendly environment will
usually be the one that is preferred, and should be selected. That is, of the available
alternatives, select the development pattern that would place the buildings closest to the street.
An exception would be if a particular use suggests a different development pattern and the use
of the alternative pattern would not have a negative effect on the general character of the
surrounding area.
In a situation where there is no surrounding development from which to determine the existing
development pattern, use the design guidelines for special commercial uses in conjunction with
the appropriate general design guidelines in this section and the requirements of the Zoning
Ordinance.

Example A: Street Adjacent Buildings - Pedestrian Orientation

Provide corner "cut-offs" for
buildings on prominent
intersections.

Place ground level front elevation
of the building on the front
property line and at the sidewalk
edge to maintain the continuity of
the "street wall”.
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Create continuous pedestrian
activity in an uninterrupted
sequence by minimizing gaps
between buildings.

Avoid parking lots that interrupt a
continuous street wall of building
frontages.

Avoid blank walls and other "dead"
spaces at the ground level.

Create pedestrian paseos to
parking lots at the rear of
buildings.

Use building indentations to create
small pedestrian plazas along the
street wall.
Avoid setbacks from the sidewalk
edge.
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Example B: Semi-Street Adjacent Buildings - Landscaped Setback
In this example, buildings are set back from the street with a fully landscaped area between the
street edge and the building. The setback area is interrupted only by pedestrian areas. No
parking occurs in the setback area. Planting and irrigation techniques that promote water
conservation (e.g., drought tolerant landscaping) should be incorporated in all landscape areas.

The setback area should be
fully landscaped, interrupted
only by pedestrian areas and
sidewalks. No parking should
be located within any required
front yard setback.

Parking should not to be
located in the setback
space.

Parking at rear of building is
preferred.

If parking lots are located at
the sides of buildings or
elsewhere on the site where
they may be visible from the
street, they shall be screened
from street view by
landscaped berms and/or
shrubs in compliance with the
Zoning Ordinance.
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Driveways should be kept to a
minimal number and width as
necessary for safety.

Access should be provided to
adjoining parcels whenever
possible.
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Example C: Buildings Set Back - Limited Parking in Front
In this example, limited parking (usually only two parking rows and an aisle) occurs between the
street edge and building. Some buildings may be located with a landscaped setback as in
Example B. Planting and irrigation techniques that promote water conservation (e.g., drought
tolerant landscaping) should be incorporated in all landscaped areas.

Only one bay of parking (two rows plus
aisle) should be provided.

Landscaped pedestrian areas at
primary building entrances should be
provided.

A combination of trees, shrubs and/or
landscaped berms at least 30 inches
high should be provided to screen
parking areas from view from public
rights-of-way.

Accent landscaping and enhanced
paving should be provided at project
entries.

Vehicular access and pedestrian
connections to adjoining parcels
should be provided whenever possible.
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B. Building and Facilities Location
1. The organization of buildings, parking areas, and landscaping
should recognize the existing characteristics of the site and
should relate to the surrounding development in scale and
character.
2. Adjacent residential uses should be buffered from commercial
development to the greatest degree possible. Orientation of
uses, buildings, and landscaping, and increased setbacks should
be used to provide separation between these uses.
3. Block walls shall be used at the property lines between commercial
and residential uses.
4. Commercial development should be oriented away from
residential streets. At corner locations, if the side street primarily
serves a residential neighborhood, development and access
should be oriented away from the side street.
5. Buildings on corner parcels should establish a strong tie to both
streets and should encourage pedestrian activity at corner
locations.

Provide appropriate buffering between incompatible uses.

C. Site Access
1. Access to parking lots should be from commercially developed
streets. This will help discourage cut through traffic from
impacting residential neighborhoods.
2. Site access should promote safety by providing an adequate
stacking distance for vehicles between the back of the sidewalk
and the first parking stall or circulation aisle.
3. Conflict between vehicles and pedestrians should be avoided at
access driveways by providing a sidewalk on at least one side of
the driveway.
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4. The number of access driveways should be minimized and
located as far as possible from street intersections.
5. Site access locations should be coordinated with existing or
planned median openings and driveways on the opposite side of
the roadway.
6. Unobstructed sight lines at corners and driveways are required in
compliance with the Zoning Ordinance.

D. Interfaces
1. Adjacent residential and nonresidential uses should be buffered
as necessary to maintain a livable residential environment in
compliance with requirement of the Zoning Ordinance. This may
be accomplished by the provision of masonry walls, landscaping,
berms, building orientation, building height, and limitations on
activities adjacent to residential uses.
2. Loading areas, access and circulation driveways, trash
enclosure, storage areas, and rooftop equipment should be
located as far as possible from adjacent residences and should
never be located next to residential properties without fully
mitigating their negative effects.
3. Parking lots for commercial uses should have no vehicle access
from or to an otherwise predominantly residential street.
Pedestrian access from residential neighborhoods to commercial
facilities area strongly encouraged.
4. The orientation of windows in commercial buildings adjacent to
residential uses should preclude a direct line of sight into
residential properties. Exceptions would be taller buildings in the
downtown area.
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E. Open Space, Courtyards, and Plazas
1. The organization and design of buildings should encourage and
facilitate pedestrian activity.
2. Buildings should be organized to create useable open space,
courtyards, plazas, and outdoor dining areas.
3. Convenient, well-defined pedestrian
access should be provided
from commercial uses to open
space, courtyards, and plazas.

Open plaza areas create opportunities
for outdoor dining.
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Pedestrian-oriented open space,
courtyards and plazas should
include a focal element such as a
sculpture and/or water feature
and sitting areas.

F. Site Elements
1. Exterior lighting fixtures should be consistent with the
architectural theme of the building. All lighting fixtures should be
from the same family of fixtures with respect to design, and color
of light.
2. Lighting sources shall be shielded to avoid glare in compliance
with the Zoning Ordinance. To minimize the
total number of freestanding light standards, wall mounted lights
should be utilized whenever possible.

Good example
of wall
mounted lights
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3. Walls visible from public rights-of-way should be decorative and
complement the design of on-site buildings. The use of
untreated concrete block is discouraged.
4. Visibility from adjacent streets should be considered in the
placement of trash storage areas. Appropriate screening devices
should be provided, including roof structures that screen visibility
of the trash enclosure area from above if necessary.
5. Trash enclosures should not be located in areas where they
interfere with visibility from vehicles.
6. Trash enclosure areas should be located away from residential
uses.
7. Landscaping should be used adjacent to walls and fences to
screen flat surfaces.

Use dense landscaping to buffer adjacent uses and screen flat walls.
8. Storage areas should be located in the least visible areas of the
site and properly screened in compliance with the Zoning Ordinance.
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Trash enclosure areas should be appropriately screened with architectural elements and
landscaping.

ARCHITECTURAL FORM/DETAILING
Issues

The architectural design of a structure must consider many variables from the functional use of
the building, to its aesthetic design, to its “fit” within the context of existing development. The
main issues related to architectural design include:
•

Ensuring that the mass and scale of the building fits within the
context of surrounding development and does not sharply contrast
with or dominate other development in the area.

•

Ensuring that the building is well designed by including the
appropriate level of design detail on all facades, avoiding
blank/uninteresting facades, and providing for the proper screening
of equipment and trash enclosure areas.
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Well articulated façade details provide for visual interest.

Objectives Supported
•

Architectural character

•

Quality development

•

Consistent development pattern

•

Compatibility with surrounding uses

A. Mass and Scale
1. The mass and scale of new infill developments should be
compatible with the existing, adjacent structures. This can be
accomplished by transitioning from the height of adjacent
buildings to the tallest elements of the new (infill) building,
stepping back the upper portions of taller buildings, and
incorporating human scale elements, such as pedestrian scaled
doors, windows, and building materials.

2. Building facades should be detailed in such a way as to make
them appear smaller in scale. This can be achieved by
articulating the separate floors with horizontal bands or by
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increasing the level of detail on the building's facade.
3. The size and location of various building elements (e.g., roofs,
parapet walls, and wing walls) should not be exaggerated in an
attempt to call attention to the building/use or provide additional
area or height for signs/advertising.

Without architectural variations buildings
appear flat, larger, and “box like”.

Use a variety of architectural elements to
create visual interest and reinforce
pedestrian scale.

B. Building Facades
1. Design details should be continued or repeated upon all
elevations of a building. Details on side and rear views of a
building should not be forgotten because of their orientation
away from the public right-of-way.
2. Building entrances should be readily identifiable. The use of
recesses, projections, columns, and other design elements to
articulate entrances are encouraged.

3. Long, blank, unarticulated street-facing facades are strongly
discouraged. Facades should be "broken" by vertical and
horizontal variations in wall and roof planes, building projections,
door and window bays, arcades, and similar
elements/techniques.
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4. The adopted Façade Improvements Program contains specific
examples of how facades may be improved in the downtown area.

Storefronts should be identified by vertical and horizontal architectural elements.

C. Storefronts
1. Storefronts should be predominantly comprised of transparent
surfaces (windows). Storefronts with blank or solid (wall) areas
degrade the quality of the pedestrian environment and severely
limit visual interest.
2. The use of clear glass (at least 80% light transmission) on the
first floor is strongly encouraged. Dark tinted glass and mirrorlike films are strongly discouraged.
3. Storefront windows should be large and a minimum of 24 inches
off the ground (bulkhead height). The maximum bulkhead height
should be approximately 40 inches.
4. Storefront entries should promote a sense of entry into the
structure as well as provide a sense of shelter by incorporating
elements such as overhangs, canopies, awnings, and recesses.
5. The use of scissor-type security grilles is prohibited since they
communicate a message of high crime and cannot be integrated
visually into the design of a building.
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6. If security grilles are necessary, they should be placed inside the
building behind the window display area at a minimum distance
of 2 feet behind the window. If this is not physically possible,
grilles can be recessed into pockets in the storefront that
completely conceal the grilles when they are retracted.
7. Product storage racks should not be placed in such a manner as
to block views through storefront windows.

Avoid the use of security grilles on the exterior of the building.

8. Security cameras are highly encouraged in lieu of grilles.
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D. Screening
1. Rooftop or ground mounted equipment should be screened from
public streets or any neighboring residential property. Screening
devices should be compatible with the architecture, materials,
and colors of the building.
2. Trash enclosures should be located away from residential uses
to minimize nuisance for the adjacent property owners.
3. Trash enclosures that are visible from the upper stories of
adjacent structures should have an opaque or semi-opaque
horizontal cover/screen to mitigate unsightly views. The covering
structure should be compatible with the architectural theme of buildings
on the site.

MATERIALS AND COLORS
Issues
The proper use of finish materials and colors is very important in the
development of a high quality project. The main issues related to the use
of finish materials and colors include:
• Ensuring that materials are of a high quality and that they are
durable and require minimal maintenance.
• Ensuring that materials are used in a consistent, logical manner that
relates to the overall design of the building.

Objectives Supported
•
•
•

Quality development
Compatibility with surrounding uses
Architectural character

A. Finish Materials
1. Exterior finish materials should be appropriate for an
architectural style or theme of the building and should contribute
towards a high quality image.
2. Changes in materials should occur at inside corners to make
building volumes appear substantial. Material changes at the
outside corners or in plane give an impression of thinness and
artificiality and should be avoided.
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3. Materials should be varied to provide architectural interest,
however, the number of materials should be limited and not
exceed what is required for contrast and accent of architectural
features.
4. Exterior materials and architectural details should relate to each
other in ways that are traditional and logical. For example,
heavy materials should appear to support lighter ones.

B. Color Selection
1. In general, building wall colors should be predominately neutral,
off-white, cream, tan, or light pastels. Fluorescent, garish colors
shall be avoided.
2. The use of a coordinated three-color palette for the base color
and major and minor trim accents is encouraged.

BUILDING ACCESSORIES
Issues
Building accessories (e.g., awnings, lighting, signs, etc.) play an
important role in finishing a building’s overall design and adding visual
interest. The main issue related to building accessories is:
• Ensuring that any accessories added to a building relate to the
overall design of the building in an aesthetically pleasing way so that
they contribute to a cohesive building design and do not detract from
it.
Objectives Supported
•

Quality development

•

Architectural character
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A. Awnings
The use of awnings, canopies, and marquees are encouraged. They
provide protection for pedestrians, add interest and color to buildings,
and allow placement of pedestrian – oriented signs.
1. Awnings at both the ground level and upper floors should be
designed to be compatible with the overall façade of the building
and the window and door openings they are associated with.
The color of the awnings should be compatible with the rest of
the color scheme of the building.
2. Where the façade is divided into distinct bays or sections by
vertical architectural elements, awnings should be placed within
the elements rather than overlapping them. Awning placement
should fit with the scale, proportion, and rhythm created by these
elements, and should not cover piers, pilasters, clerestory
windows, and other architectural features.

Figure 1: Shed Awning is consistent with
rectilinear window openings.

Figure 2: Dome-shaped awnings are not
appropriate with rectilinear
window openings.

3. When there are several businesses in one building, all awnings
should be the same in terms of color, trim, and form. Awnings
may have business names on the valance to differentiate the
individual businesses within the building.
4. Stick-on lettering not designed specifically for adherence to
fabric is prohibited.
5. Awnings should be of high quality materials (e.g., canvas, acrylic
coated canvas, copper, or glass), shall be fire retardant to meet
City standards, and be consistent with the overall building
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design. Aluminum, vinyl, or backlit awnings generally detract
from a quality character and shall not be used.
6. The minimum height of awnings should be 8 feet above the
sidewalk and should not project more than 6 feet out from the
face of the building. A valance portion of the awning may extend
down to not less than 7 feet above the sidewalk.

Awnings may double as signs when properly designed
and illuminated.

B. Exterior Lighting
Nighttime illumination is important in creating an interesting and safe
environment. In addition, it can serve to highlight building design
features, add emphasis to prominent entrances and plazas, and to
create an ambiance of vitality and security.
1. Exterior lighting should be designed as part of the overall
architectural style of the building. It should relate to the design
elements of the building and highlight interesting design features.
2. For safety, identification, and convenience, the entrances of
buildings should be well illuminated. The average level of
illumination for walkways should be one foot-candle and for
security areas, such as building entrances, should be 2 footcandles.

C. Signs
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Refer to Sign Design Guidelines.

ADDITIONS AND REMODELING
Issues
Adding on to and remodeling existing buildings are means of extending a
building’s useful life. The main issues to consider when altering a
building through these processes include:
• Ensuring that the new addition or remodeled component is
consistent with the existing design of the building and not in sharp
contrast.
• Ensuring that when buildings are remodeled, especially older ones,
that significant design details are maintained and restored if they are
important to the character of the building.

Objectives Supported
• Quality development
• Architectural character
• Compatibility with surrounding uses

A. Additions to Existing Structures
1. Additions to existing structures should be designed to be well
integrated with the existing structure. The design of the addition
should follow the general scale, proportion, massing, roof line,
and detailing of the original structure, and not be in sharp
contrast.
2. Additions should be interpretations of the existing buildings
wherein the main design elements of the existing building are
incorporated. This may include: the extension of architectural
lines from the existing structure to the addition; repetition of
window spacing; uses of harmonizing colors; and the inclusion of
similar architectural details (e.g., window/door trim, lighting
fixtures, tile/brick decoration).
3. Building materials used for the addition should be the same or
better quality than the existing building. The primary intent is to
blend the addition with the existing building while at the same
time using high quality, durable materials.
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New additions should compliment
the existing structure.

B. Remodeling and Rehabilitation
1. Buildings are often altered over time in an effort to keep up with
changing times or to remake a tired image. These changes
often result in a gradual erosion of the original design character
of the building. Rehabilitation of buildings that have been
inappropriately altered is strongly encouraged.
2. When remodeling is to take place, original materials, details,
proportions, as well as patterns of materials and openings should
be considered and maintained where appropriate. The use of
materials such as cedar shakes, textured plywood/paneling, poor
quality fake stone veneer, plastic or corrugated metal paneling,
heavy troweled stucco finishes, and similar materials should be
avoided.
3. Often in previous remodeling attempts, original decorative details
and architectural elements were covered up. In the remodeling
process, these forgotten details should be restored and
incorporated into the design of the remodeled building.
4. Existing building elements and materials that are incompatible
with the original design of the building should be removed.
These include inappropriate use of exterior embellishments and
modernized elements that are in sharp contrast to the building's
original design.
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LANDSCAPING
Issues
Landscaping has a variety of functions, including softening the hard
edges of development, screening unattractive views, buffering
incompatible uses, providing shade, and increasing the overall aesthetic
appeal of a project. The main issues related to landscaping include:
• Ensuring that the landscape design scheme (including site furniture
and paving) is compatible with the overall design of the project in
terms of scale, function, and design theme.
• Ensuring that landscape materials are selected for their ability to
adapt to Hughson’s climate and for their ease of maintenance.

Objectives Supported
• Landscape emphasis
• Quality development
• Functional site arrangement
• Safety

A. Design Concepts

Planter area of minimum
5-foot width.

1. Landscaping should help complete the design of the site and not
be added as an afterthought. Landscaping should be considered
an important design element in the overall plan for any new or
redeveloped commercial site.
2. Landscaped areas should generally incorporate planting utilizing
a three tiered system: 1) ground covers (including flowering
plants—annuals and perennials), 2) shrubs and vines, and
3) trees. See Zoning Ordinance for tree shade coverage area in parking lots.
4. Trees located along street frontages should be selected to match
or complement existing or proposed street trees in the public
right-of-way.
5. A minimum 5-foot net landscape strip should be used along
circulation aisles in parking lots, and along building side/rear
elevations if a walkway is not used. A landscape strip is
encouraged, but not required in nonpublic areas and service
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areas between pavement and buildings.

Example of three tier landscape system.
6. For office buildings and retail uses, parking should be separated
from buildings by landscaped areas and/or raised walkways.

Good example of landscaped setback using a variety of
materials.
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B. Use of Plant Materials
1. The use of plant material should be well suited to Hughson's
climate.
2. The choice, placement, and scale of plants should relate to the
architectural and site design of the project. Plantings should be
used to shade and screen, to accent focal points and entries, to
complement building design, to break up expanses of paving or
walls, and to define on-site circulation.

C. Site Furniture
1. Outdoor furniture and fixtures such as lighting, directional signs,
trellises, raised planters, works of art, benches, trash
receptacles, phone booths, fencing, etc., should be selected as
integral elements of the building and landscape design. These
should be included in, and shown on, all site and landscape
plans.
2. Outdoor furniture should be of a sturdy construction to withstand
daily abuse. Wood should usually be avoided.
3. Outdoor furniture should be located so it will not conflict with the
circulation patterns of the site.

Benches provide pedestrian comfort and, adjacent trees
provide shade.
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4. Outdoor seating should be located so that some will be in shade
during the hottest part of summer days and some will be in the
sun during the rest of the year.

D. Paving
1. Decorative paving should be incorporated into courtyards,
plazas, pedestrian walkways, and crosswalks.

Enhanced paving in pedestrian areas is
strongly encouraged.
2. Paving materials should complement the architectural design of
the building and landscape design of the development. The use
of stamped concrete, stone, brick, pavers, exposed aggregate,
or colored concrete is encouraged. The use of slippery
materials (e.g., polished marble or granite) is strongly
discouraged.
3. The size of areas incorporating decorative paving should be
consistent with the function of the area. At driveway entries, the
minimum depth from the back of the sidewalk should be 8 feet;
however, larger areas may be required.
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PARKING AND CIRCULATION
Issues
Onsite parking and circulation often occupy one-half of the site of a
commercial project and are highly visible. Their role in the overall design
of the site is critical in the development of a safe, efficient project design.
The main issues related to parking and circulation include:
• Ensuring that parking and circulation (including access to the site) is
laid out in a straightforward, efficient manner that is safe and easy for
motorists to understand.
• Ensuring that parking lots do not visually dominate views of the
project site and that they are designed, screened, and landscaped to
be as aesthetically pleasing as possible.
• Ensuring that loading and delivery areas are integrated into the
overall design of the site and located in a manner that does not
interfere with other onsite circulation.

Objectives Supported
• Safe/convenient circulation and parking
• Quality development
• Functional site arrangement

A. Vehicle Circulation
1. Parking lots should be designed with a clear hierarchy of
circulation: major access drives with no direct access to parking
spaces; major circulation drives with little or no parking; and
parking aisles for direct access to parking.
2. Dead-end aisles, even with turnaround areas, are strongly
discouraged and should be avoided if possible.

B. Pedestrian Circulation
1. Avoid placing primary vehicle access in close proximity to major
building entries in order to minimize pedestrian and vehicular
conflicts.
2. Clearly defined pedestrian walkways or paths should be provided
from parking areas to primary building entrances. Clear and
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convenient pedestrian access should be provided between the
public sidewalk and the pedestrian areas of the project.
3. Raised walkways, decorative paving, landscaping, and bollards
should be used to separate pedestrian paths from vehicular
circulation areas to the maximum extent possible.

Pedestrian walkways separated from parking lots are
encouraged.

Provide pedestrian
connections between
public sidewalk and
building(s).
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4. Parking areas should be designed so that pedestrians walk
parallel to moving cars. Pedestrians should not be required to
cross parking aisles and landscape islands to reach building
entries.

C. Loading and Delivery
1. Loading and delivery service areas should be located and
adverse noise impacts to the maximum extent feasible.
2. Loading and delivery service areas should be screened with
portions of the building, architectural wing walls, freestanding
walls, and landscape planting.
3. When commercial buildings back to residential properties,
loading areas should be located at the side of the building away
from residences whenever possible.
4. To reduce the need for added screening and to decrease the
impact on adjacent residential uses, loading areas located inside
the building are encouraged.

Loading and delivery areas should be located to the rear of buildings to minimize impacts.
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5. Loading areas should be designed to not interfere with
circulation or parking, and to permit trucks to fully maneuver on
the property without backing from or onto a public street.
Adequate turning areas for ingress/egress to the loading zone
should be provided on site.

PUBLIC SAFETY
Issues
The promotion of public safety and the prevention of crime through
effective design techniques are important aspects to consider in the
design of any commercial project. The main issue related to project
design for safety and the prevention of crime is:
• Ensuring that strategies and design techniques are incorporated into
the design of the project that promote natural surveillance, territorial
reinforcement, and natural access control.

Objectives Supported
• Safety
• Functional site arrangement
• Safe/convenient circulation and parking
A. As a security measure, all building entrances should be well lighted.
The lighting should be designed so that the lighting is an attractive
element in its own right, acting as a public amenity.
B. Parking lots should be well lighted with one foot-candle of
illumination distributed evenly across the parking lot. Entrances to
buildings and loading areas should be provided with a minimum of
two foot-candles of illumination at ground level.
C. The design of the outdoor lighting plan should take into consideration
the location and potential growth pattern of existing and proposed
trees so that appropriate lighting levels are maintained over time.
D. Window signs should be placed to provide a clear and unobstructed
view of the interior of the business establishment from the sidewalk
or parking lot.
E. Entrances to a site and buildings should be designed to be easily
visible from a public street, alleyway, or neighboring property.
Windows on rear facades that face onto parking lots are very
important for helping to deter crime. The use of closed circuit
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television and "fake" windows should be considered.
F. Safety behind buildings should be ensured through use of:
•
•
•
•
•

adequate security lighting
limited access controlled by walls, fences, gates, landscaping
introduction of activities (e.g., rear entrances for commercial
activities) that increase surveillance
surveillance through windows or with cameras
ongoing maintenance of storage areas and alleys

END
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HUGHSON PLANNING COMMISSION
MINUTES
MAY 15, 2012
REGULAR SESSION 6:00 P.M.
Council Chambers
City Hall
7018 Pine Street
May 15, 2012
Regular Meeting
Chair Alan McFadon

CALL TO ORDER:
ROLL CALL:
Present:

Chair Alan McFadon
Vice Chair Julie Ann Strain
Commissioner Kyle Little
Commissioner Jared Costa
Commissioner Karen Minyard

Staff Present:

Thom Clark, Community Development Director

PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE:

Chair Alan McFadon

AMERICANS WITH DISABILITIES ACT/CALIFORNIA BROWN ACT
NOTIFICATION FOR THE CITY OF HUGHSON
This Agenda shall be made available upon request in alternative formats to persons with a disability; as
required by the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990 (42 U.S.C. Section 12132) and the Ralph M.
Brown Act (California Government Code Section 54954.2).
Disabled or Special needs Accommodation: In compliance with the Americans with Disabilities Act,
persons requesting a disability related modification or accommodation in order to participate in the
meeting and/or if you need assistance to attend or participate in a Planning Commission meeting, please
contact the City Clerk’s office at (209) 883-4054. Notification at least 48-hours prior to the meeting will
assist the City Clerk in assuring that reasonable accommodations are made to provide accessibility to the
meeting.

RULES FOR ADDRESSING THE PLANNING COMMISSION
Members of the audience who wish to address the Planning Commission may complete one of the forms
located on the table at the entrance of the Council Chambers and submit it to the City Clerk. Completion
of the form is voluntary.

Planning Commission Minutes
May 15, 2012
Page 2 of 3
PUBLIC COMMENT
Members of the Audience may address the Planning Commission on any item of interest to the public
pertaining to the City and may step to the podium, state their name and City of Residence for the record
(requirement of Name and City of Residence is optional) and make their presentation. Please limit
presentations to five minutes. Since the Planning Commission cannot take action on matters not on the
Agenda, unless the action is authorized by Section 54954.2 of the Government Code, items of concern,
which are not urgent in nature, can be resolved more expeditiously by completing and submitting to the
City Clerk a “Citizen Request Form” which may be obtained from the City Clerk.

1) Review and Approve the Minutes of the Regularly Scheduled Session of
April 17, 2012.
McFadon/Strain 5-0 motion passes to approve the Minutes of the April 17,
2012 meeting.
2) Provide direction to Staff on the Stanislaus LAFCO - Draft Agricultural
Preservation Policies.
Director Clark discussed this Item with the Commission. The Commission
and Director Clark reviewed the Draft Agricultural Preservation Policies in
detail. The Commission instructed Director Clark to send a letter with the
Commission’s feedback to the County. Director Clark will prepare the letter
and send to the Planning Commission for review before final submittal to
LAFCO.
PUBLIC HEARING

The Public Hearing process includes a staff presentation, a presentation by the applicant and
public testimony (in favor, opposed & rebuttal). Following closure of the Public Hearing, the
Planning Commission will respond to questions raised during the hearing.

PUBLIC HEARING TO CONSIDER:
No Public Hearing was scheduled.
DISCUSSION AND INFORMATIONAL ITEMS:
3) Curbside Chat, presented by Strong Towns.org
4) 2011 Property and Sales Tax Comparison.
5) Annual Percent Change in Population January 2011 to January 2012.
6) San Joaquin Valley Demographic Forecasts 2010-2050.

Planning Commission Minutes
May 15, 2012
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7) Parsing California’s Density Bombshell in 2010 Census Data.
8) Dan Walters: Population slowdown will bring big shift to California.
9) Greens Streets and Ham – Sustainable Practices for Storm water
Infrastructure Design.
(PowerPoint Presentation)
Items 3 through 6 were informational items for the Planning Commission to
review and discuss. No action was taken on any of the Items.
COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT DIRECTOR REPORT:
Director Clark updated the Planning Commission on the on-going
projects in the City of Hughson.
PLANNING COMMISSIONER REPORTS/COMMENTS:
The Planning Commission expressed enjoying the informational items
provided by Director Clark.
ADJOURNMENT:
This meeting was adjourned at approximately 7:00 p.m.

____________________________
JULIE ANN STRAIN, Vice Chair

___________________________________
DOMINIQUE SPINALE, Deputy City Clerk

California's Boom Masks State's Uneven Recovery
Reprinted from a Wall Street Journal Article (08/16/12) By SCOTT THURM and
PUI-WING TAM

California added jobs faster than the rest of the nation over the past year. Tech firms
are showering riches on Silicon Valley, and home prices are soaring in places like Palo
Alto. The Golden State is rebounding, but for a broad swath of residents, it is a lot less
golden and is likely to stay that way.
Even in Silicon Valley, many aren't joining the revival. Tech companies are thriving, but
only after shifting much work elsewhere. Internet-software experts are in demand;
middle-aged semiconductor executives aren't.

Brian L. Frank for The Wall Street Journal
Pat Fasang, older than 50, was laid off from a
six-figure marketing post at a semiconductor firm
last year.
Among the thriving are people like Pete Curley,
who, in six years in Silicon Valley, has twice sold
social-networking applications for healthy sums.
The recently married 27-year-old is considering
buying a home in the region's pricey market. By
contrast, Pat Fasang, who says that he is older than 50, was laid off from a six-figure
marketing post at a semiconductor firm last year and says that the Internet firms hiring
today have no interest in him. In more than 20 years in Silicon Valley, he has never
been out of work this long. "I'm beginning to feel hungry," he says.
The uneven recovery of Silicon Valley reflects divisions across California. Areas with
high-tech clusters, such as Orange County, south of Los Angeles, are adding jobs at a
healthy pace. But much of California, including Los Angeles County, lags behind. The
state's 10.7% unemployment rate is higher than all but two other states. Unemployment
tops 10% in 39 of the state's 58 counties.
California is "an economy of haves and have-nots," says Sung Won Sohn, an
economics professor at California State University, Channel Islands. Moving from robust
coastal areas to languishing inland regions is "like falling off an economic cliff."
It doesn't help that California also has high costs. The state ranks poorly in many
business-climate surveys because of its tax and regulatory policies. Real-estate prices
are among the highest in the nation. And a study released in January by the Tax
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Foundation found that California's business-tax
climate was the third worst in the country, ahead
of only New Jersey and New York.
Pete Curley, 27, has sold social-networking
applications for healthy sums
"California remains an expensive state to do
business," says Heather Siegel, manager of the
Kosmont-Rose Institute Cost of Doing Business
Survey from Claremont McKenna College in Claremont, Calif. The most recent survey
ranked 421 cities; 16 of the 50 most expensive were in California, including San
Francisco and Los Angeles.
A decade ago, one-quarter of the jobs in Santa Clara County—the heart of Silicon
Valley—were at manufacturing firms. But nearly one-third of those jobs have vanished,
as the valley's focus shifted toward software and the Internet. As recently as 1998, 5%
of the world's semiconductor factories were in California; today,
fewer than 1% are.
Russell Hancock, chief executive of Joint Venture: Silicon
Valley Network, a nonprofit business-government group, says
Silicon Valley tech companies are moving or outsourcing work
to lower-cost regions in the U.S. and abroad, retaining a smaller
cadre of higher-skilled jobs locally. Support jobs, which used to
provide a middle-class income, have been "permanently
outsourced to the 20th century," he says.
He notes that the valley's median household income fell 3% last
year, despite job growth. The shares of households with income
below $35,000, or over $100,000, are growing, while the middle class shrinks, he says.
California's economy is so big—its $2 trillion annual output is bigger than all but nine
countries—and so diverse that there are always disparities among regions and
industries.
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But the divisions this time are greater than usual, analysts say, and greater in California
than elsewhere in the U.S. In a recent analysis, the Public Policy Institute of California,
a nonprofit research group, found that incomes of upper-income families are roughly 12
times those of lower-income families; nationally, the ratio is 10-to-1. The analysis
defined "upper income" as those earning more than 90% of families, and "lower-income"
as those earning less than 90% of families.
The gap isn't just between rich and poor, but also between rich and middle class. The
institute says median family income in California fell 11% between 2007 and 2010,
compared with 6% nationally. By 2010, the group says, fewer than half of Californians—
49.7%—lived in middle-class families, down from 60% in 1980.
Such gaps pose new obstacles as California convalesces. Private-sector jobs are
growing, but government is hurting. The state budget for the fiscal year that began July
1 cut spending by $8 billion. Schools face an additional $5.4 billion in cuts if voters don't
approve Gov. Jerry Brown's proposed tax increase in November.
In San Jose, transportation director Hans Larsen says five times as many streets need
repairs as his budget will allow. What gets done first? Roads near hot tech companies.
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"We're giving priority to the roads going to our job centers," Mr. Larsen says. As for
neighborhood streets, "we'll have to neglect those until there's more money."
The fiscal problems crimp California's higher-education system, the historic path for
ambitious lower-income youth to climb the economic ladder.
The cost to attend the University of California or California State University has more
than tripled in the past decade. Annual funding for the 23-campus state-university
system is down one-third, or $1 billion, since 2008; in addition to raising fees, CSU has
cut enrollment by 40,000 students.
The cuts disproportionally hit lower-income and middle-class students. Elizondo
Mendoza, 30, enrolled at Cal State-Fresno in 2007, two years after leaving the Marines.
But he is still four courses short of a construction-management degree, in part because
a required civil-engineering construction class is now offered only once a year, rather
than every semester.
The son of farm workers owes $12,000 in student loans, which supplement his $1,200
monthly GI Bill benefits. The GI benefits expire this year and Mr. Mendoza says he may
seek a part-time job when school resumes. "Because they're raising tuition, we're
struggling," he says.
Budget cuts also create obstacles for laid-off workers seeking training for new jobs.
Funding for the local employment and training centers is 2% less than in 2007, before
the recession, though the number of unemployed Californians has more than doubled,
to nearly two million. The Los Angeles Unified School District plans to eliminate adult
programs that enrolled 97,000 students this year, including technical courses such as
welding and machining.
The reductions could saddle California with an undereducated, less-competitive
workforce. That is a particular problem in Los Angeles, where 13% of adults have less
than a ninth-grade education, the highest share of poorly educated workers among the
nation's 31 largest metropolitan areas, according to William Yu, an economics professor
at the University of California, Los Angeles.
Mr. Yu says the undertrained workforce contributes to Los Angeles County's high
unemployment rate—11.1%—and subpar job growth since the end of the recession.
Visitors to four job centers run by the county's South Bay Workforce Investment Board
are up 6% from a year ago, says executive director Jan Vogel. Mr. Yu recently projected
that the county wouldn't regain the 450,000 jobs it lost during the recession until 2016.
The new jobs often pay less than those they replace. The hourly wage for re-employed
workers tracked by the L.A. Works job center in Irwindale, in eastern Los Angeles
County, is $22, down from $29 for the same workers before they were laid off.
Still, some employers say they can't find qualified workers. "We could grow so much
more if we could just find the right people," says David Goodreau, sales manager for
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Superior Thread Rolling Co., an Arleta, Calif., maker of parts for the aviation and
aerospace industries. He says machinists are in particularly short supply, but says local
schools have cut vocational and technical training.
Christopher Thornberg, of Beacon Economics, says Los Angeles is an extreme
example of California's "barbell economy," with a greater than average share of college
graduates, but also of people who haven't finished high school. Mr. Thornberg says the
state has relatively fewer high school graduates and adults with two-year college
degrees who can fill technical, middle-class jobs.
•

Related Reading
California Finalizes $10 Billion Note Sale
A look at contrasting fortunes in Silicon Valley, which is doing much better than Los
Angeles, illustrates California's recovery. At the top, times are good. Compensation
researcher Equilar Inc. estimates that employees at three highfliers—Apple Inc., AAPL
+0.87%Google Inc., GOOG +0.80%and Facebook Inc. FB -6.27%—gained more than
$8 billion last year from stock options and stock grants and still hold equity valued at
roughly $34 billion.
The economic ripples extend beyond these well-known names. Consider Mr. Curley, the
social-networking entrepreneur.
Plaxo Inc., a business-focused social-networking firm, recruited him to Silicon Valley in
2006, after noticing an online-calendar application Mr. Curley and four fraternity
brothers created at Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute.
In 2008, Comcast Corp. CMCSA -0.15%bought Plaxo. A year later, Mr. Curley and two
of his old fraternity brothers left Comcast to create HipChat, a private instant-messaging
program for businesses. They later raised $100,000 from a venture-capital firm run by
Facebook investor and former PayPal executive Peter Thiel.
Then, in January, Mr. Curley fielded an overture from Atlassian, an Australia-based
software company with a big San Francisco office that hopes to file for an IPO within a
year. Atlassian President Jay Simons says he noticed HipChat because his employees
were using it.
Atlassian bought HipChat in March, and Mr. Curley garnered a lucrative payout as well
as a position at Atlassian. He said he now had health insurance for the first time since
2009 and recently "got my first paycheck in two years." Mr. Curley, who got married last
year, rented a home in a trendy San Francisco neighborhood and may later look to buy.
The gains aren't limited to entrepreneurs. Wages are rising quickly for workers with
sought-after skills.
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Ryan Lo, a 40-year-old software engineer with bachelor's and master's degrees in
computer science, started job-hunting last fall while working at a Silicon Valley Web
start-up. In two months, he had two job offers and several other prospects.
He chose a software-development job at Marketo Inc., a maker of marketing-automation
programs, which offered a 15% raise, to the mid-$100,000 range, plus stock options.
Marketo plans to more than double its workforce this year, to 480, from 220.
"I didn't expect the job search to be so fast," says Mr. Lo, of Danville, Calif. Among
Internet firms, "the job market is moving pretty quickly," he adds.
The deal-making and rising salaries boost the region's economy. Nationally, home
prices languish. In Palo Alto, the median price of a home rose 9% in May from a year
earlier, to $1.7 million, according to DataQuick.
At Qvale Auto Group's British Motor Car Distributors in San Francisco, General
Manager Vincent Golde says sales of high-end luxury cars are up 6% to 8% so far this
year, compared with a year ago. The dealership's waiting list for the $400,000-and-up
Lamborghini Aventador is a year long.
On the flip side of the recovery are people like Steve Hambalek, who spent three
decades in the semiconductor industry before he was laid off in 2010 by Mattson
Technology Inc., MTSN -2.78%which makes chip-manufacturing equipment.
Mr. Hambalek doesn't have an engineering degree. The father of three learned
electronics in the Army in the 1970s and joined the chip industry in its infancy, when
such credentials were less important. After a stint in Japan, he landed at Mattson in
2000, rising to be a $130,000-a-year senior process engineering manager.
Mr. Hambalek sought to switch industries. He took community-college courses on
energy efficiency and clean-energy technology. After nearly two years out of work, he
last month began work for a subcontractor to the local electric utility, calculating energyefficiency rebates for businesses.
The job pays less than half his old salary at Mattson, offers no benefits and is only
guaranteed through early next year. But Mr. Hambalek says he views the job as a
"foothold" in a new industry.
With his unemployment benefits exhausted long ago, Mr. Hambalek says the long layoff
nearly depleted his savings. "Another month, we'd have been splitting up and moving
back in with relatives," he says.
Write to Scott Thurm at scott.thurm@wsj.com and Pui-Wing Tam at puiwing.tam@wsj.com
A version of this article appeared August 16, 2012, on page A1 in the U.S. edition of The
Wall Street Journal, with the headline: California's Boom Masks State's Uneven
Recovery.
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What's to Become of Small Towns?
Author: John Wilbanks

In this article - John Wilbanks demonstrates that the adaptation of city-centered growth tools to
small town planning exercises is not only possible, but preferable, as he recommends strategies
for acting regionally, while planning locally for small town sustainability.
Demographic trends indicate that a larger percentage of Americans live in urban areas than
ever before. As a result of this increasing urbanism, a city-centered growth model continues to
gain momentum in the philosophical and lifestyle preferences of both the shapers and occupiers
of our urban environments.
As America urbanizes and planning and development tools based on increased density (such
as new urbanism, transit-oriented development, mixed use, infill, regionalism and regional
blueprints) gain in their application, what does this mean for planning efforts focused on small
towns where such tools may not resonate with Americans’ ideals or realities? Are we to cease
devising strategies to improve small town living?
A starting point may be to alter our perception of what it means to be urban. When we think of
urban areas we typically conjure up an image of Los Angeles, San Francisco, Seattle, Chicago,
New York and other large metropolitan areas. In contrast, small towns are more mentally and
emotionally connected to rural environments. However, the Census Bureau defines "urban" as a
population cluster of 1,000 people or more.
The EPA, in federal assistance legislation, has defined a “small town” as a city or town with a
population of 2,500 or less. Ask anyone on the street, or in the planning profession, and the
answers will range widely. I’ve lived or worked in towns ranging from 5,000 to over 65,000 that
were clearly considered “small towns.”
So, I would suggest that even small towns can be considered urban in character, which
supports my premise that city-centered growth can be a model for sustainability, even for small
towns.
City-centered growth is a planning paradigm that recognizes the benefits of concentrating
populations to leverage efficiency, functionality and proximity of services in large metropolitan
areas. This model for growth virtually precludes small town living as a viable growth option.
Nonetheless, the principals of city-centered growth can be applied to assist small towns in
eliminating sprawl, preserving agriculture and natural resources, and improving mobility and
walkability. However, there are challenges:






Small towns have limited resources, and the promise of assistance from state and
federal grants is quickly fading.
Staffing levels at public agencies are often insufficient to provide the range of services
necessary for comprehensive planning and implementation.
There is a greater resistance to higher density housing options.
Lower population numbers make transit opportunities infeasible.
Zoning regulations are often difficult to change and become obstacles to city-centered
growth practices.
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Though there are opportunities as well… Federal and state monies that may be available are
being directed to Metropolitan Planning Organizations (MPOs), which are regional government
agencies. Regional collaboration is an unexplored opportunity.
If small towns shared resources rather than competed to provide them all, the region would
greatly benefit. I propose the following strategies to assist small towns in developing
sustainably by building on their unique resources within a regional framework.
Acting Regionally
In contrast to thinking regionally, it is imperative to act regionally. Acting regionally involves a
proactive approach to regional opportunities.
Shared Resources
Understanding your town’s place in the region involves recognizing that the natural and
agricultural resources are “shared” resources, requiring a heightened level of stewardship
responsibility through active collaboration among jurisdictions.
Acting regionally also involves identifying the opportunities to share resources such as public
safety, public services and transit. An example of such strategies can be found in the Central
Valley of California.
The pressing economic decline has led to the disbanding of police departments in small towns
such as the Cities of Riverbank, Waterford and Patterson, which have chosen to partner with
the Stanislaus County Sheriff’s Department for contract police services.
The City of Modesto has also contracted planning staff out to small towns like Hughson and the
City of Oakdale that can’t afford to sustain full time staff.
Transit opportunities not possible at the small-town level may be feasible when considered at a
regional scale. In addition, infrastructure such as water and wastewater systems may be more
sustainable on a shared basis.
Collaboration
Acting regionally involves collaboration on political, policy and planning matters. For example,
Stanislaus County entered into a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) with several of its
cities to not approve any project located outside the city limits and within a city’s sphere of
influence that was inconsistent with the future growth plans of that city.
The MOU required a courtesy “sign-off” by the city as a part of the entitlement review process.
For example, if a city’s plan for growth in the sphere of influence was residential, the county
would not approve an incompatible use, even if it was a permitted use under the county’s
jurisdiction.
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San Joaquin Valley Regional Blueprint
Connectivity

Finally, understanding your place in the region involves adequately defining the regional
corridors which link the cities and towns of a region. These include highways, roads, rail lines
and rivers/drainage corridors. These features provide the framework that serves as the
backbone of connectivity that connects regions physically, environmentally and psychologically.
An example of this is the system of rivers and streams that make up the watershed of the San
Joaquin River, (e.g., the Stanislaus, the Merced and the Tuolumne rivers) traversing thousands
of acres and towns in the Central Valley of California.
Plan Locally
Vision
While engaged in the regional context, it’s also imperative to focus on the challenges and
opportunities unique to your small town. The first step in effectively planning locally is to develop
a compelling vision. The vision should be concise and clear, not only detailing what the town
wants to become at a quantitative level (size, demographic, etc.), but also what it will look like.
The vision should take into account the 3 “C’s” of community– Community Values, Community
Culture and Community Identity. Finally, it should consider how to maximize environmental and
economic assets and how to emphasize a unique sense of place.
Compact Growth
City-centered growth really means compact growth. To effectively accomplish compact growth,
community edges should be clearly defined. These can be natural or manmade but must be
defensible from a policy perspective and then implemented thoughtfully. For example, the City
of Turlock (in the Central Valley of California) chose a road and irrigation canal along their
northern border as the edge, providing an obvious physical demarcation as well as the
opportunity to buffer the adjoining agricultural properties to the north. This buffer also became
an important element of the city’s trail system.
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Compact growth in North Turlock, northern city edge clearly defined

An additional suggestion for planning compact growth is to avoid segmenting new growth into
isolated neighborhoods, and instead integrate new growth into the existing urban form. Once
boundaries have been set, review existing zoning and land use plans to ensure there is
adequate diversity and density in neighborhoods. Where possible, introduce mixed use to
promote diversity while allowing flexibility to respond to market forces.
Connectivity
As a means of integrating new growth and ensuring high-quality mobility for new
neighborhoods, the street system should be an open street-block network. Traffic can be
managed through traffic calming methods while maintaining an open system. It’s also suggested
that small towns make the development of bicycle and pedestrian trails a high priority.
Exceptional pedestrian and bicycle access can make a significant dent in vehicle miles traveled,
even without other public transit options. Finally, consider school locations in relationship to
neighborhoods and develop safe routes to schools so parents don’t feel compelled to drive their
children to school.

North Turlock Master Plan promotes an open street network
Integrate Agriculture and Natural Resources
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Many small towns are situated in settings rich in agriculture or natural resources. Where ever
possible these resources should be treated as assets and carefully integrated into the small
town fabric, rather than treated as a transitional reserve area to one day become urban
development. While some agricultural uses will need to buffered, the buffer design can be
handled in a way that it becomes a point of interface between the town and resource.
Farmers markets and community gardens are one way to keep locally grown food in the town
and residents aware of the inherent connection between their urban and rural areas. An
emphasis on agri-tourism or eco-tourism (the promotion of agriculture or environmental features
as an economic asset) brings value to small towns and is increasingly popular.
The County of Merced is introducing a new land use category specifically titled “agri-tourism” as
part of their General Plan Update. The concept is to proactively promote this type of land use in
the small towns throughout the agriculturally rich county. Finally, we need to take advantage of
natural corridors for trail systems, promoting the interface with the natural systems of the
community rather than turning our backs on them.
Public and Civic Spaces
Central gathering places and prominent architecture in key locations have been hallmarks of our
country’s small towns. These are signature spaces that are too often a last consideration, when
they should be a top priority. While they can’t always be implemented immediately, having a
vision for these spaces as important community assets will enable the eventual reality.
In 1995, the City of Newman envisioned a multi-use plaza in the center of their downtown as a
major community center and gathering place. Staying with the vision as the downtown was
incrementally improved resulted in the grand opening of a beautiful downtown space in May of
2011.

Newman Plaza Grand Opening
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Pay attention to the placement, orientation and architecture to create a sense of place,
particularly in civic buildings. Well-designed civic buildings can set the tone for community
character and quality. Properly integrating them into their surroundings will help define streets
and public spaces as quality places in the small town.
Plan Beyond Land Use
Finally, planning locally involves planning beyond land use. Think about the form of the town,
both two dimensionally and three dimensionally.


Create Neighborhoods: These should be compact, mixed-use and friendly to
pedestrians. In some cases the small town might be only one neighborhood, but typically
will be comprised of multiple neighborhoods.



Define Special Districts: These will typically be the areas of a small town that are
dominated by, or committed to, a single use, such as a large agricultural processing
facility or a large fairground property.



Design the Streets: Don’t leave street design up to your public works department.
Consider the ultimate form and character of the streets to ensure safety, but also
walkability and mobility. Auto-dominant street design is a killer of small towns.

Hilmar Community Plan won American Planning Association and Regional Blueprint awards for
sustainable planning principles

The application of the city-centered growth principles to our small-town “urban” environments as
described above can be a model for sustainability. Successfully utilizing these principles will
allow you to continue to celebrate small town living!
John Wilbanks is a principal of RRM Design Group, an award-winning multidisciplinary design firm. With over
33 years of professional experience in both the public and private sectors, John has established himself as an
expert in urban design, large-scale master planning and small town community planning. Certified by the
American Institute of Certified Planners (AICP) in 1988, John is also CNU-Accredited by the Congress for New
Urbanism, an organization focused on creating walkable, sustainable places.
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URBAN HABITAT DECISION INVALIDATES HOUSING
C A P A N D M A N D A T E S A F F O R D A B L E HOUSING
DEVELOPMENT
Posted on lulv 1. 2011 by Peter Callotta

After four years of litigation, including a successful trip to the Court of A p p e a l ,
the Superior Court of A l a m e d a County in September of last year ordered the Cit
of Pleasanton to cease enforcement of its voter-approved cap on housing and
require affordable housing development. Passed in 1 996, the cap made it
impossible for the City to provide for its share of the regional need for housing
affordable to lower income households as required under State Housing Elemer
Law. Pleasanton is a regional center for the technology industry, adding
thousands of jobs each year. Yet, despite the growing need to accommodate
residential development, the city has maintained an absolute cap on housing
resulting in exclusion of lower income families and a lack of housing for the
city's growing workforce. The suit was brought by Sandra de Cregorio, a mothe
of two, and Urban Habitat Programs, an environmental and social justice
organization. Plaintiffs were represented by The Public Interest Law Project
(PILP), Public Advocates, Paul, Hastings, Janofsky & Walker, and Munger, Tolles •
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Olson. The state Attorney General intervened in the case and a parallel suit
involving CEQA violations.
The trial court ordered all policies capping residential development removed
from Pleasanton's general plan and compelled the City to rezone sufficient
developable sites to meet its lower income housing need. The court also
enjoined the City from issuing commercial building permits until it complied wi
the court's order. To settle the remaining claims in the suit, the City agreed to
settlement providing that it will adopt: a new housing element within a year to
accommodate its affordable housing need, a Climate Action Plan to reduce
greenhouse gas emissions, a resolution that it will not discriminate against
affordable housing. Finally, the settlement ensures that at least 1 30 units of
housing affordable to very low income households will be developed in a mixec
use development.
The case has statewide importance as the ruling puts other jurisdictions on
notice that local residential growth restrictions could violate the Housing Eleme
Law. The Court of Appeal in 2008 had overturned the dismissal of the case by
the previous trial court judge. Significantly, the court found that the City's
growth cap had become inconsistent with the Housing Element Law when
Pleasanton was allocated a share of the regional housing need that was
impossible to accommodate under the cap.
Urban Habitat Program v. City of Pleasanton,

164 Cal.App.4th 1 561 (2008).)
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Executive Summary

T

his report provides uniquely detailed projections of California’s population numbers and
characteristics. In addition to the standard content of
age, gender and race or Hispanic origin, the PitkinMyers/USC projections describe foreign-born and
California-born components. The new projections
also provide detail on immigrant generations and the
length of residence in the U.S. for the first generation. Projections of the total population are carried
through 2050, while the detailed characteristics are
reported through 2030.
These projections are the third edition in the California Demographic Futures series carried out through
the Population Dynamics Research Group in the Sol
Price School of Public Policy at the University of
Southern California. A substantial track record has
been accumulated, most notably by the 2001 edition
that projected the substantial leveling off of foreignborn growth that now has occurred.
The following major findings emerge from the 2012
edition of these Generational Projections.
1. Less Population Growth. Much slower population growth is foreseen in these projections than was

indicated by the official state population projections
issued in 2007 by the state Department of Finance
(DOF). The population level previously expected for
2020 is not reached until 2028 (44.1 million). And
the 50-million population mark previously anticipated for January 2032 is now expected in January 2046,
fully 14 years later. (Once the DOF projections are
revised to take account of the 2010 census and recent
trends, they also will likely show slower growth.)
2. A Return to Normal Growth. In fact, the anticipated growth in each of the coming decades is very
similar to what was recorded in 4 of the last 5 census
decades, the lone exception being the 1980s’ growth
of 6.1 million added persons. See EXHIBIT A.
Along with the slower growth have come several
important changes in population characteristics.
The largest projected shifts involve the aging of the
population and residents’ place of birth.
3. A Soaring Senior Ratio. Population growth among
seniors ages 65 and older is projected to quadruple in
the coming 20 years (4.2 million, amounting to 57%
of the total growth in 20 years) compared to the gains
in the last 20 years (1.1 million, accounting for only

Exhibit A
California Population

1950
1960
1970
1980
1990
2000
2010
2020
2030
2040
2050

Census
10,586,223
15,717,204
19,971,069
23,667,764
29,760,021
33,871,648
37,253,956

DOF-07

39,135,676
44,135,923
49,240,891
54,266,115
59,507,876

Population Growth Each Decade
Pitkin-Myers CDF 12

37,328,528
40,820,201
44,756,304
48,316,571
51,170,000

1950-60
1960-70
1970-80
1980-90
1990-00
2000-10
2010-20
2020-30
2030-40
2040-50

Census
5,130,981
4,253,865
3,696,695
6,092,257
4,111,632
3,382,303

DOF-07

5,264,023
5,000,247
5,104,968
5,025,224
5,241,761

Pitkin-Myers CDF 12

3,457,002
3,491,673
3,936,103
3,560,267
2,853,429

Source: Census, California Department of Finance, Pitkin-Myers CDF 2012

Note: Census population is for April 1 of year; DOF and Pitkin-Myers population is for July 1.
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15% of total growth). Driven by aging of the large
baby boom generation, the ratio of seniors ages 65
and older to prime working ages (25 to 64), is projected to soar to 36.0 seniors per 100 working age in
2030, compared to 21.6 in 2010, a two-thirds increase
in just 20 years. The impact of the increase is amplified because it follows four decades of no change in
the senior ratio.
4. Faltering Growth in Children. An opposite trend
is occurring among children. Whereas children under
age 18 were rapidly increasing in number between
1990 and 2010 (+ 1.6 million), in the coming 20 years
(2010 to 2030) the growth of children virtually halts
(-31 thousand). Given the continued growth of the
rest of the population, the share made up by children
is projected to slowly decline, from 24.9% in 2010 to
20.7% in 2030.
5. Foreign-Born Share Holding Constant. The
generational projections contain rich detail on nativity or place of birth not found in other population
projections. The total foreign-born share of the state
population has leveled off at 27% after decades of
increase. Projected foreign-born shares of the total
population are 27.0% in 2020 and 27.0% in 2030.
(The foreign-born share stood at 8.6% in 1970,
15.1% in 1980, 21.7% in 1990, 26.2% in 2000, and
27.2% in 2010).
6. Longer Immigrant Settlement. The growing
number of foreign-born residents in the California
population includes cumulative increases in the share
of long-settled immigrants. As the number of foreign
born who are newcomers is declining, the share
of the foreign-born who are long settled (entered
the U.S. 20 or more years earlier) is increasing. It
is projected to rise to 62.2% of all foreign-born in
2030, compared to 45.7% in 2010 and 22.0% in 1990.
Conversely, the share of foreign-born that arrived in
the U.S. less than 10 years earlier is projected to fall
from 27.8% in 2010 to 21.3% in 2030 compared to
50.4% in 1990.
7. Growing Majority California-Born. The 2012
edition of California Demographic Futures goes
beyond previous editions to describe new detail on
the number of residents who are native Californians,
as opposed to residents born in other states or abroad.
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These homegrown sons and daughters form a rapidly
growing majority of California’s population.
The native Californian (or homegrown) share of the
state population became a majority of the population in the last decade, reaching 53.9% in 2010, and
will continue to slowly rise. The homegrown share
is far higher among children and young adults than
older adults. In 2010, over 90% of children under
10 already were homegrown, native Californians,
but major increases in homegrown status are now
expected among adults ages 25 to 34 (62.1% in 2030
compared to 50.6% in 2010) and for adults ages 35 to
44 (57.2% in 2030 compared to 38.5% in 2010).
8. Changing Sources of Future Workforce. Growth
in California’s working age population is projected to
change dramatically in the coming 20 years compared
to the preceding 20 years. Whereas the main working
age population (ages 25 to 64) increased 4.2 million
from 1990 to 2010, it is expected to grow moderately
less (3.3 million) from 2010 to 2030. Virtually all the
projected growth is comprised of native-born who are
the children of immigrants (98%). This contrasts to
the earlier growth period, when immigrants themselves accounted for 80% of the growth. In fact, in
the coming period, 112% of the 3.3 million working
age increase is projected to be from California-born
residents (a 3.7 million increase that exceeds losses in
other groups).
9. A New Recognition of Training Ages. Youths and
young adults are technically able to be working, but
those who are ages 18 to 24 more often are enrolled
in extended education or training programs, or they
may be serving in part-time or apprentice positions
that are preparing them to join the main workforce.
They are the workforce of the future. The California
born already dominated growth in this age group in
the last 20 years and are projected to continue to do
so in the coming period as well. Latinos predominate
among the homegrown population in training ages,
but all racial groups contribute. Those raised in
California are, of course, educated at the expense of
California taxpayers and likely to remain in the state
to the benefit of California businesses and other
employers. And they will become future taxpayers themselves, as well as possible home buyers to
strengthen the housing market.

1

Introduction

C

alifornia is at the cusp of a major generational
transition. The large generation born during
the national Baby Boom in the 1940s and 1950s is
beginning to leave their prime working ages. At the
same time, a rising generation born in the California
baby boom of the 1990s, many the children of immigrants who arrived in the 1980s and 1990s, will soon
be adults and entering the workforce. The impending
changes pose the state with both great opportunities and urgent challenges that need to be addressed.
Population projections that link the past, present and
future can help people better grasp the transition that
is underway.
The projections introduced in this report are termed
“generational” not only because of these age changes
but also because they include immigrant generations. They categorize people by their place of birth,
whether in California, elsewhere in the U.S., or
another country, and also whether people are secondgeneration children of foreign-born mothers. This
is not information ordinarily found in population
projections but it is vital for California, given that
its foreign-born population and their children are so
prominent. In addition, these projections include the
usual age, sex, and race characteristics provided by
official state and national agencies (see sidebar).
This set of projections is the third in a series with a
long history of development. Previous generational
projections in the California Demographic Futures
series were issued for California in 2001 (Myers

and Pitkin 2001) and 2005 (Myers, Pitkin and Park
2005), both of which were posted on our website
and reported in the media in California. An earlier
model (Pitkin and Simmons 1996) was developed for
the nation as a whole. The new projections simulate
processes of demographic change forward from 2000
and are then calibrated to the 2010 Census counts
before launching into the future. They are the latest in a series of projections under development for
well over a decade. A notable record of success has
been established. The 2001 projections foresaw the
leveling off of the foreign-born share of California’s
population before the results of the 2000 census were
released and successfully projected the share later
observed in 2010. In addition, a 2009 study from
the research group was the first to recognize that a
new homegrown majority had formed in California
(Myers, Pitkin and Ramirez 2009). And, in advance
of the 2010 census release, a “predictive simulation”
used demographic analysis to reasonably estimate the
population total for California (Pitkin and Myers
2010).
A very brief description of the method is offered
here, with fuller details found in section 8, and in
other sections where appropriate. The projections
are made by the cohort-component method, which
ages the base 2010 population forward year by year
into the future, changing it according to age and
sex-appropriate rates of mortality and migration to
and from California, and projects births by applying
fertility rates to the projected population of women
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of child-bearing ages. Since many of these rates vary
across race and origin (nativity) groups, different
sets or schedules of rates are used for the different
race and origin groups. For example, fertility rates
are higher for foreign than native-born women, and
native Californians are less likely to migrate to other
states than those who were born in other states. All
of these rates are calibrated according to the changes
actually observed between the censuses of 2000 and
2010. They are then projected forward according
to known or expected trends in migration, fertility,
and mortality. More information on the method of
projection can also be found in “Methodology and
Questions and Answers About the Generational
Population Projections” in section 8 of this report.

Utility of the New Projections
The added detail provided by the new projections for
California provides major benefits for public understanding and policy making. All projections yield an
assessment of the future total number of residents,
but without the added detail provided here about
characteristics of California’s residents, the public
and policy makers alike can only speculate about
2
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substantial social changes, projecting them into the
future based on short-cut empirical methods, at best,
or guesses or emotions, at worst.
Under the limitations of the conventional content, for
example, we might know that the number of Latinos
or Hispanics1 are increasing and will soon be the majority of the state’s population. But users would not
know whether those added Latinos are likely to have
been born in another country (and be immigrants),
or whether they are likely to have been born in the
United States (and be native-born). Further, users
would not know how many of these new Latinos are
actually California-born and whether their mothers
are likely to be immigrants or native-born themselves.
All of this information is available for historical
dates, up to 2011, but only available in projections
for California in the California Demographic Futures
series. Without explicit projections, many observers
assume that all growth will come from migration
by outsiders, rather than from births in California.
The birth data are readily available, and births have
even been projected, but the contribution to the
total changes in population is not known unless this
information is organized into projections.
Without projections, the public or leaders in business and government do not have a firm grasp of
who will make up the workforce of the future. In
the new projections, population in the working ages
is categorized not only by race and Hispanic-origin
but also by generation and place of birth. Based on
these projections, it is now possible for the public to
discuss the implications of having a future workforce
the great majority of whom will be California born
and raised.
It is a matter of simple logic that a new worker who
will be age 25 in 2030 and California-born is age
7 in 2012 and likely in the second grade. The new
worker will be educated in California schools that are
paid for by California taxpayers, all for the benefit of
California employers. But these same new workers of
the future will also be new taxpayers themselves, and
they might also be new home buyers who contribute
to the real estate economy as well.
What is not known and a matter of demographic
accounting, is how many will there be, how many
will be native sons and daughters of California, and
how many will come to the state from other states

or nations. The projections offered here help to make
the future more concrete. Although questions such
as these about the future population can never be
answered with certainty, projections that account for
the migration, immigration, and mortality, as well as
births, provide a rational source of answers and narrow
the range of uncertainty about the state’s true demographic situation.

Projections Build on Analysis of Recent
Demographic History
Projections require more than simple extrapolation
of past trends. They require a detailed accounting of
movements in more than 1000 subgroups, but this
needs to be based on careful analysis of recent history.
There is a great deal of momentum built into the
current population structure, and people do grow older
one year at a time, but uncertainty prevails about the
amount of migration, fertility, and mortality that could
reshape the population in future years. All of these
factors have been reflected in the new projections.
As an overview, it is useful to think of California’s
demographic structure as being shaped by three major
demographic waves.
The first wave was the well-known post-World War
II Baby Boom, which lasted from 1946 to 1964. The
number of births in California more than doubled between 1945 and 1963, giving rise to the large nativeborn Baby Boom generation. Its numbers were further
increased by migrants who moved to California from
other states starting in the 1950s and continuing in
later decades.
A second wave, less well known but equally important,
was the migration-driven boom of the 1980-1990
decade, when California’s population grew at an average annual rate of 2.5%, two and a half times the rate
of increase in the 2000-2010 decade. Several components contribute to this overall growth, including net
immigration, natural increase (i.e., the excess of births
over deaths), and net domestic migration.2 Large
influxes of migrants came both from other states and
abroad. These new residents were mostly adults who
had or sought jobs, needed and bought houses, and
started families. The flows of migrants from other
states ended and turned around during the deep economic recession in the early 1990s, while immigrants
from other countries continued to come, although in
declining numbers.3

In a third wave, which was a direct and immediate
result of the 1980-1990 wave of migration, the state
experienced a surge of births, a “California baby
boom,” which peaked in 1990-1991 at 610 thousand,
more than 50% above the number in 1980. This boom
did not last however. By 1997 the number of births
had fallen to 524 thousand and has remained near
that level in later years. During the 1990-2000 decade
the number of births more than made up for 2.8 million migrants lost on net to other states.
Each of these large demographic waves and other
past demographic events send predictable ripples forward in time, and it is their predictability that gives
the projections a credibility that requires attention.
Which is not to say that future demographic events,
giving birth, dying, and migrating, can be foreseen
with complete certainty either for individuals or
groups of people. The pattern prevailing for the past
century is that death rates change more slowly and
therefore predictably than rates of fertility, and rates
of migration, domestic and international, are more
variable than both.
Going forward in time, the population in the near
future is more predictable with greater certainty than
in the more distant future: with more time, there is
more scope for demographic rates to change and for
the effects of unanticipated changes to cumulate and
multiply. For this reason, the report emphasizes the
projections of detailed characteristics for the period
2010 to 2030 while more basic results are reported for
later years.

Questions of Future Trajectories
Sections 2 to 4 of the report address common important questions about California’s population.
•

•

The 2010 census delivered a major surprise to
California, because its count came in well below
the projections prepared by the State of California in 2007. Looking forward, a major question
is how much growth to expect for the current
decade and those beyond. (Section 2)
Rapid changes in the racial and Hispanic composition of the population have proceeded in
California at least since 1970. Given that migration patterns have shifted and birth rates have
decreased, should these changes now be expected
to continue at the same rate in the coming decades? (Section 2)
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•

How rapidly will the aging of the giant baby
boom generation shift the prevailing balance
between the state’s working age population and
the population of seniors with entitlement benefits, most of whom will be retired from the work
force? (Section 3)
How much will the number of children continue
to grow in the future, given these changes for
adults and recent declines in the number of
births? (Section 3)
What is the future of California’ large foreignborn population? Will it continue to grow
through rapid immigration, and how should it be
expected to change? (Section 4)

•

•

Sections 5 and 6 report the continued growth of
the new homegrown, California-born majority in
the state’s population, an important finding of these
projections (Section 5), and projected changes in the
working and “training” age populations, with major
implications for the state’s work force and economy
(Section 6). Section 7 presents a concise, accessible
overview of California’s demographic structure and
the ongoing generational transition, its roots in the
past, the current situation, and where it is headed in
the foreseeable future.
The final section of the report (Section 8) describes
the projection methodology and answers common
questions about the basis for the California Demographic Futures generational projections.
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2

Population Growth and Racial-Ethnic Change

S

everal major population dimensions are included
in the new Generational Projections developed
using the California Demographic Futures model.
Addressed in this section are two of the most conventional, total population growth and racial and ethnic
changes.

Total Population Growth
Total population growth is often considered the
main result to any population projection, even when
a host of more detailed results are generated for use.
Population growth reported in the 2012 Generational
Projections for California is substantially lower than

what was previously expected for the state. The
benchmark standard, and the official projections for
policy making by the State of California, is the set
of projections produced by the Demographic Research Unit in the California Department of Finance
(DOF). Their latest projections issued at this writing
remain those produced in 2007. The DOF projections are scheduled for revision in 2012 to take
account of results from the 2010 census and also to
make needed adjustments for more recent trends.
The population totals expected from the 2012 Generational Projections are presented in Exhibit 2.1,
comparing these to census results since 1950 and to

Exhibit 2.1: California Population Total By Decade
California Population

1950
1960
1970
1980
1990
2000
2010
2020
2030
2040
2050

Census
10,586,223
15,717,204
19,971,069
23,667,764
29,760,021
33,871,648
37,253,956

DOF-07

39,135,676
44,135,923
49,240,891
54,266,115
59,507,876

Population Growth Each Decade
Pitkin-Myers CDF 12

37,328,528
40,820,201
44,756,304
48,316,571
51,170,000

1950-60
1960-70
1970-80
1980-90
1990-00
2000-10
2010-20
2020-30
2030-40
2040-50

Census
5,130,981
4,253,865
3,696,695
6,092,257
4,111,632
3,382,303

DOF-07

5,264,023
5,000,247
5,104,968
5,025,224
5,241,761

Pitkin-Myers CDF 12

3,457,002
3,491,673
3,936,103
3,560,267
2,853,429

Note: Bureau,
CensusDepartment
population
for April
of year; DOF
and Pitkin-Myers
population is for July 1.
Source: Census
of is
Finance
20071Projections,
Pitkin-Myers
CDF 2012
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the DOF-07 projections through 2050. The totals
reached in the present projections include 44.8 million in 2030 and 51.2 million in 2050. These figures
are well below those projected in 2007 by the California DOF, as illustrated in Exhibit 2.2. An initial
difference of 1.8 million people already exists in 2010,
because our new projections are benchmarked to the
2010 census that turned out to be that much lower
than the DOF-07 projections. And the gap opens
wider in subsequent decades, with the new projections 4.5 million lower in 2030 and 8.3 million lower
in 2050.
The best way to track these projections across the
decades is to compare the total population growth
accruing in each decade. What stands out is the
extraordinary 6.1 million population growth between
1980 and 1990, an increase of 26%. Previous decades
saw only 4.3 million growth in the 1960s and 3.7 million growth in the 1970s. And subsequent decades
recorded only 4.1 million growth in the 1990s (a 14%
increase), and 3.4 million growth (10%) in the decade
just completed. It turns out that the 1980s were an
isolated moment, a surge of growth due to cold war
defense spending on aerospace, largely in Southern
California, combined with economic doldrums in
the oil patch and the rustbelt that made California a
national magnet for growth for a decade. However,
those attractions did not continue after 1991, and
growth decreased substantially in the decades that
followed (Exhibit 2.3).

Exhibit 2.2: Total Population

Source: Census Bureau, Department of Finance 2007 Projections, Pitkin-Myers,
CDF 2012

The annual growth projected by the California
Demographic Futures model continues past trends of
much reduced migration to California. Even during the boom years of the early 2000s migration to
California was falling, so this should not be seen as
just an event of the Great Recession. Fertility rates
also have been low for more than a decade, although
they dropped even more during the Great Recession.
To this day, even though California has a population
that is 25% larger overall, the peak year for births in
California is still 1990, marking the climax of the
1980s boom years.
As evident in Exhibit 2.3, the DOF-07 projections
seemed to anticipate a rebound in growth to levels

Exhibit 2.3: Observed & Expected Population Growth Each Decade

Source: Source Census Bureau, Department of Finance 2007 Projections, Pitkin-Myers CDF 2012
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closer to the boom years of the 1980s, extending this
high assumption to every future decade. The projections under the California Demographic Futures
model also foresee a small eventual rebound from the
recent low period of growth (which straddles both
the decades of the 2000s and the 2010s), but our
projections never again reach 4 million growth in a
decade, and never exceed 10% growth in a decade. It
is certainly possible that the state could reap another
unusual decade (an anomaly like the 1980s), but the
average outlook is for much more subdued growth.
Growth continues at a healthy clip in these projections, just more slowly. In view of the fiscal state of
affairs in California, and the difficulty in financing
infrastructure or services required to support growth,
it may be helpful that the pace has slowed. Essentially, the state has received a reprieve, buying more
time to plan for future growth. The expected schedule under the DOF-07 projections was extremely
demanding. Under the new California Demographic
Futures projections, there is more time to prepare for
growth.
Population growth has slowed so much that the
previous level of population once expected in 2020
(under DOF-07) now is expected by the new projections to be reached in 2028. And what had been
expected for 2030 is now projected for 2042. Perhaps
the most significant benchmark is the year of attaining 50-million population. This population
milestone once was expected for January 2032 (under
DOF-07 projections). Under the 2012 Generational

Exhibit 2.4: Race and Ethnic Shares of
Total Population

Source: Census Bureau, Pitkin-Myers CDF 2012

Projections, however, the 50-million benchmark level
of population is not anticipated until January 2046,
some 14 years later.

Racial and Ethnic Change
Along with California’s rapid population growth has
come rapid change in the racial and ethnic composition of the state’s population. We report these
changes here for a long sweep of recent history and
future decades, covering 1980 to 2040. Over this time
period the definition of racial categories has changed
somewhat, and we have made adjustments to facilitate
comparisons. It bears emphasis that the meaning and
definitions of race are likely to change even more into
the future, so any projections of this topic should be
received with circumspection. Race or Hispanic origin is a matter of personal, self-identification, which
can change for the same individual over time, and its
recording is a matter of administrative procedures
that also can offer different categories for selection
in different decades. Certainly, no one should claim
to predict people’s future identities, which can be
changeable in unknown ways. Perhaps the best way
to think of these projections is as a projection of
predominant racial and ethnic heritage in the future
according to the major categories as defined today.
We offer these projections of race and ethnicity as a
convenient metric of comparison with other population projections and census trends.
In 1980, two-thirds (66.6%) of California’s population was non-Hispanic and White, but by 2000

Exhibit 2.5: Race and Ethnic Population Numbers

Source: Census Bureau, Pitkin-Myers CDF 2012
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this fraction fell below 50%, making California an
all-minority state. The next milestone will come in
about 2015 when the Latino population is projected
to surpass the non-Hispanic White population, and
become the largest race-ethnic group. The date when
Latinos become a majority of the population is not
projected here but likely occurs a few years after
2050, based on projected rates of change after 2010.
By that time California will have spent nearly six
decades with no single group in the majority.
The projected trajectories of changing racial composition are shown in Exhibit 2.4. The pace of change
was greater in the 1980s, because of the boom, but
also in the 1990s, because the deep California recession sent many 1980s migrants, many of whom were
white, back to their home states or on to new destinations. More recently, the slowing of immigration
from Mexico, as well as declining fertility, have also
slowed the rate of increase of the Latino population.
Another way of viewing this growing racial and
ethnic mosaic is to see the population, not as percentage shares of a fixed total pie, but as the sum of the
numbers of people in different groups (Exhibit 2.5).
In this perspective, we do not see decline but rather
growth. Latino and Asian residents have rapidly
increased in number, but there is no evidence of
decline among Whites and Blacks. Even though the
percentage shares of these two groups have declined,
their absolute numbers have held fairly steady and
are projected to remain so. In 2040 there are still
projected to be more than 14 million non-Hispanic
White residents of California, more than the entire
population of all but three states.
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Exhibit 2.6: Race-Ethnic Shares in 2030

Source: Pitkin-Myers CDF 2012

To be sure, many of these White residents will be
older, some from the giant baby boom generation,
but others their children and grandchildren. Brookings demographer William Frey (2010) has called
attention to a cultural generation gap, where many
more of the older age groups are non-Hispanic
White, while in the youngest age groups Whites
make up only a small fraction in contrast to the burgeoning numbers of Latinos and other newly growing
groups. Thus we can think of racial and ethnic change
as working its way slowly up the age ladder a year
at a time. This is demonstrated for the year 2030 in
Exhibit 2.6. Among Californians 65 and older, 50.5%
are projected to be White, while among those under
age 18, only 24.9% will be White, exactly half as large
a share. Conversely, 26.4% of seniors are projected
to be Latino in 2030, compared to 52.9% of children
under 18.

3

A Changing Age Structure

A

ge is the central dimension of demography, because change happens a year at a time, and all of
the population members advance in predictable ways.
The probabilities of a great many behaviors and
events vary systematically across the different ages,
making age a uniquely useful and widely used predictor. The age structure, or distribution of the population across age groups, differs from decade to decade
because of aging and because of the legacy of past
events. In this section we summarize the changes in
age structure that have occurred since 1990 and that
are projected to occur through 2030. That is a capstone year for aging in California, because it marks
the point at which the last members of the baby
boom generation have crossed age 65 and become
eligible for Medicare and many pension benefits.
A tremendous amount of change will be compressed
into just the coming 2 decades, and the clearest
understanding of a changing California population
can be gained through a contrast of 2030 with 2010
and 1990. This contrast will be examined from different perspectives, beginning with the processes that
generate those differences.

The Legacy of Past Events
The giant baby boom generation, born 1946 to 1964,
has rippled upward through the age structure for
decades. Once born, a cohort can increase in numbers
only through migration from another locale. Decrease
occurs through out-migration and eventual death.

California’s baby boom cohort was augmented during
the boom years of the 1980s, when many people then
in their 20s and 30s, the ages with highest migration
probabilities, were attracted to jobs and lifestyles in
the Golden State. Many of these new Californians
came from other states; others from foreign countries,
as to be discussed in the section on immigration.
Rates of migration slow substantially after age 40,
and so California’s population of boomers has been
relatively stable since.
Later, younger cohorts, born in the late 1960s and
1970s, are smaller, and fewer of them have moved to
California because the employment attractions and
housing costs have not been as welcoming in recent
decades. At times, especially during the 1990s, the
economy in California was so much worse than in
other parts of the nation that many young adults
moved to other states. The combined effects of
smaller cohort sizes and out-migration are still visible
today in the current slightly depressed number of
middle-aged residents relative to older and younger
cohorts.
California experienced its own baby boom from
1984 to 1996, when many of the young adults attracted to the state had their own children. These
years also coincided with the baby boom echo, the
children born of the baby boomers. Annual births
soared 37% between 1984 and 1990, then fell 12%
by 1996 before leveling again.4 Those children are
now aged 17 to 27 in 2012, with the largest cohort
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turning 22 this year. This new generation of young
adults is larger than their predecessors, but they leave
behind them a decline in school age children in their
wake. Given the current declines of another 10%
in births statewide during the Great Recession, the
ranks of children are being further depressed, and for
the future, young adults. Nonetheless, the decline is
expected to be short-lived, with a small rebound in
fertility anticipated after full recovery from the Great
Recession. Overall, for the long-term the outlook is
for relative stability with very little net change.

Age Structure in Each Decade
Here we offer a snapshot of the age distribution in
each decade. As shown in Exhibit 3.1, in 1990, an
exceptionally large share of California’s population
was ages 25 to 34 (19.3%). This share fell to a low
point in 2010 (14.4%) before a brief revival in 2020
and a projected new decline in 2030 (14.0%). A more
prolonged downward shift is found among children,
with the share of the population that is under age
10 falling from 15.5% in 1990 to 13.5% in 2010 and
projected to 11.4% in 2030.
What has been growing is the share in middle age,
as the baby boomers have progressed through the age
groups. The share ages 35 to 44 peaked in 2000, the
share ages 45 to 54 peaked in 2010, and the share
ages 55 to 64 will peak in 2020. These peaks reflect
the aging of the cohort that was age 25 to 34 in 1990,

representing the younger half of the baby boomers.
Ultimately, the cohorts passing through middle age
arrive in elder years, with the baby boom cohorts
beginning to arrive there after 2010. Our large cohort
from 1990 makes its arrival in 2030, at which time
the share of the population that is 65 and older is
projected to reach 18.5%, well above the 11.4% of
today. This highly significant change is discussed
below and in later sections as well.

Impacts of Changing Numbers at Different Ages
As a measure of direct impacts on public services and
private businesses, changes in the absolute numbers of
residents each period are more important than their
shares of the total. People of different ages have very
different needs and demands, and when an age group
is growing its influence has an expansive effect on
those activities it most engages in, while in the case
of shrinking numbers, the effects are opposite. An
especially important impact is when the effects reverse from one period to another. Such a reversal can
create wrenching changes as suppliers in the private
and public sectors alike adjust to shifts in established
patterns of demand by consumers and clients.
California faces such a period of wrenching change
today. This can be seen by comparing the growth of
the last 20 years by age group with the growth projected for the coming 20 years, as shown in Exhibit
3.2. Substantial reversals in growth patterns lie ahead

Exhibit 3.1: Trends in Share of Population
1990

2000

2010

2020

2030

<10

15.5

15.4

13.5

12.1

11.4

10-17

10.5

11.9

11.5

10.5

9.5

18-24

11.2

9.9

10.6

9.6

9.1

25-34

19.3

15.4

14.4

15.2

14.0

35-44

15.6

16.2

13.8

13.4

14.4

45-54

9.9

12.8

14.0

12.4

12.2

55-64

7.5

7.7

10.9

12.0

10.9

65-74

6.3

5.6

6.1

8.8

9.9

75+

4.2

5.0

5.3

6.1

8.7

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

Total

Source: Census Bureau IPUMS, Pitkin Myers CDF 2012
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as large cohorts, led by the boomers, transition to new
stages of life.
Among young people under age 25, California experienced more than 2 million population growth
from 1990 to 2010. However, in the coming 20 years,
we project virtually zero growth in any part of this
age range. (These differences include, of course, the
combined effects of past births and migration.)
Among the crucial group of young adults ages 25 to
34, in the last 20 years, California lost 367 thousand
people. In contrast, in the coming two decades, the
state is projected to gain 889 thousand, an important
revitalization of the age group that supplies new
workers, supports entry-level housing demand, and
starts families.
Similarly, at ages 35 to 44, growth is projected to
increase from only 492 thousand in the last 20 years
to 1.3 million in the coming 20 years. This can be
expected to reinvigorate the labor supply and add to
demand for housing.
Conversely, in late middle age, from 45 to 64, growth
in the last 20 years amounted to an increase of 4.1
million, while in the coming 20 years growth is
reduced to only one-quarter as much (1.0 million).
This is the age range of maximum earnings and largest house purchases, but its impact as an economic
driver will be much less robust in the future.

Finally, we arrive at the elderly ages, where 20-year
growth of the young-old will expand from 424 thousand in the past 20 years to 2.1 million in the coming
20 years, and all elderly combined will increase their
growth from 1.1 million to 4.0 million, a nearly fourfold growth at elderly ages.

A New Era of Aging
The portraits of change that compare aging in the
last 20 years to the next 20 years could not be more
different from one another. In the period just closed
we experienced growth of the middle aged and
children. In the period to come, growth is projected
among the senior population and for young adults,
accompanied by a slowing among the middle aged
and children.
Indeed, the state’s future prosperity and vitality will
be greatly shaped by these growing segments of
young adults and seniors. What will they look like?
In subsequent sections we address the immigration
and second-generation trends in California, as well
as the new, growing majority of homegrown, native
Californians.
In sum, the magnitude of the coming generational
transition can be seen from a simple numerical
calculation, one that contrasts the number of elders,
ages 65 and older, with prime working age residents,
assumed to be ages 25 to 64. Even though some may

Exhibit 3.2: Growth by age group, 1990 to 2010 and 2010 to 2030
1990 - 2010

2010 - 2030

Source: Census Bureau IPUMS, iPtkin Myers CDF 2012
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Exhibit 3.3: Senior Ratio Soars as Baby Boomers Cross Age 65

Source: Census, Census Bureau Projections, Pitkin-Myers CDF 2012

be working before or after these ages, this “senior
ratio” captures the main relationship between the
entitlement and retiree ages and the size of the age
groups that are their principal supporters.5
Although the rising number of seniors is significant,
of key importance for our society and economy is
the ratio between their number and the working age
people who will support them in different ways. As
this ratio slowly rises, it will gradually tip the scales
toward more emphasis on behaviors that the elderly
are likely to engage in—not simply retirement but
consumption of public entitlements, reduced taxpaying, and increased home selling. After four decades
of remaining almost flat at the same constant level,
the ratio of seniors is quite suddenly beginning to
escalate (Exhibit 3.3). In California, what had been
20 or 21 seniors per 100 working-age residents is
projected to climb to 28 in 2020 and then to 36 in
2030. A two-thirds increase in the ratio of seniors
to working age Californians seems certain to impose
enormous pressure on state and local governments
and the taxpayers. A lot is riding on the shoulders of
the new generation of young adults.
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4

The Immigrant Population

T

he foreign-born population has been a central
element of the demographic changes of the
past three decades in California and is an important
component of the transitions coming in the next two
decades. Immigrants make up the “first generation” of
their families to live in the U.S. They include those
who arrived in the large immigration wave of the
1980s and early 1990s as well as substantial numbers
who have arrived much earlier or since 2000. They
come from diverse origins, the largest number from
Mexico, but substantial numbers are also from Central American and Asian countries. Immigrants play
a large role in the workforce, the economy, the housing market, and culture and, of great importance for
the future, they are the parents of the rising second
generation of children born in California.
The most distinctive feature of the new Generational
Projections is the explicit treatment of immigration
and the trajectories of foreign-born cohorts that arrived in different decades. As discussed in the Introduction, conventional population projections do not
track immigrants as a separate group anywhere in the
United States. Yet this population segment is larger
(10.1 million in 2010) and more important in California (27.2% of the total population in 2010) than in
any state in the U.S. In fact, the foreign-born share is
higher in California, and the number larger, than in
any nation in the world of at least 10 million population (but Australia may surpass California within
the next 2 or 3 years). We can ill afford to overlook
such an important group for determining the size and

characteristics of California’s population. The lack of
forecast information about immigrants in California
has forced the public and policy makers alike to rely
on imagined trends that merely extrapolate the past.
Much better information is required for improved
decision making.
A wealth of detail is generated by our approach, and
the highlights, as well as justification for key assumptions, are summarized in this section. These include
growth in the foreign-born population and their children, the second generation, and the accumulation of
waves of immigrants that arrived in different decades
and that now have a growing length of settlement.
The Generational Projections show the generation
of immigrants who arrived in the immigration boom

Exhibit 4.1: Foreign-Born Population of California,
1970-2010 and Projected

Source: Censuses of 1970-2010; 2010 American Community Survey, 1-year
estimates; and Pitkin-Myers CDF 2012
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Exhibit 4.2 Foreign-Born Shares of California, 1970-2010 and Projected

Source:Censuses of 1970-2010; 2010 American Community Survey, 1-year estimates; and Pitkin-Myers CDF 2012

years aging and advancing to new life stages, just as
the somewhat older, native-born generation of boomers are doing. And the overall growth in foreign-born
has slowed markedly, so that the foreign-born share
of the total population has stabilized at its current
level, no longer escalating as in the past.
The Generational Projections treat the foreign-born
population as an explicit component in the widely
adopted, cohort-component method of population
projections. The benefits of this approach are clear,
because the logic of the cohort-component method
is that treating each component explicitly will lead to
more accurate overall projections when all the individual components are summed. The foreign-born
component is based on the 2010 foreign-born population, a projection of future immigration, and the
California Demographic Futures projection model
which “ages” past and future cohorts of immigrant
arrivals forward in time. Of these three elements,
the most uncertainty attaches to the projections of
immigration. Accordingly, in this section we explain
the empirical basis for estimating that factor for input
into the projections.

Empirical Basis for Projecting Future Immigration
Over the past half century, immigration from other
countries to California has varied widely yet there
are regularities in this history that afford a rational
basis for projecting future immigration. The number
of new immigrants rose from less than 100 thousand
a year during the 1950s to well over 400 thousand
a year in the late 1980s, then declined to about 350
thousand a year in 1994-2001 and further to 200
14
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thousand in 2009--half the level at the peak of the
wave. Although there have been some brief dips and
blips, there has been a downward trend since the
peak. However, it cannot be known for certain whether this trend will continue in the future or whether
the recent low point was due to the Great Recession
and is the prelude to a new upswing.
Our assumptions about future immigration to California are derived from regularities observed in past
trends and, to the extent that judgments about the
future must be made, we rely on those of a panel of
experts and researchers on U.S. immigration. California’s share of U.S immigration has varied little
since it fell abruptly after the peak of immigration to
California in the late 1980s. It seems unlikely that
the dispersal of immigration to other states will be
reversed because the migration networks that were
formerly concentrated in California have become
well established in many other states. Moreover, since
California’s share of new arrivals was quite stable
from the early 1990s through 2011, we believe that a
further decline is unlikely, and that it will hold this
share into the future.
By itself, this insight is helpful but it also means that
we require projections of future immigration to the
U.S. in order to project immigration to California. In
order to project U.S. immigration and avoid bias that
might follow from sole reliance on our own professional judgments, we sought the opinions of other
scholars who study migration to the U.S. through a
Delphi-style survey in April 2011 (Pitkin and Myers,
2011b).6 In response to questions we posed about
their expectations for the levels of immigration to the

U.S. in future years, on average, the members of the
panel anticipated that U.S. immigration will rebound
from the low levels recorded in 2009 and 2010 by
2015 and will increase further to near the peak
(recorded in 2000) by 2025. The two important findings were that, one, while the average expert opinion
expected a recovery of immigration, two, there was an
expectation that future immigration will remain well
below the continued increases in the Census Bureau’s
2008 population projections for the nation.
Our projection for future U.S. immigration is derived
from this average expert opinion on expected trends.
Together with the assumption about California’s
stable share of U.S. immigration it implies that the
number of new immigrants to California will increase
gradually from the recent low of 200 thousand to
262 thousand a year by 2025, or by 30%. This is
substantially below the large inflows seen at the end
of the 1980s. As discussed in Section 2 about population growth, that period was unusually attractive for
all migration to California and is not likely to be
repeated. It should be noted that our immigration assumption has validity only as a long-run average and
should not be treated as an annual forecast; variations
above and below this long-run trend are likely but
cannot be projected with specificity.

The Resulting Trend in Foreign Born Population
The effects of this assumption can be readily seen in
the resulting projection of the foreign-born population in the state (Exhibit 4.1) which indicates that
the foreign-born share of California’s total population will level off at approximately the 2010 share of
27.2%, as shown in Exhibit 4.2. In other words, with
this amount of future immigration, the foreign-born
population of California is projected to increase at
approximately the same pace as the state’s native-born
population.
This is an important finding of the Generational
Projections. While this result may seem surprising to
those who assumed the upward surge in immigration
of the 1980s is continuing, in fact, the turning point
came in the deep California recession of the early
1990s that deflected new immigrants to other states.
Our 2001 edition of the California Demographic
Futures reported that this slowdown had commenced,
and that study successfully projected the continued
slowdown that unfolded by time of the 2010 census.7

This new pattern of a stable foreign born share is
significant because it means that California is not
being “taken over” by immigrants as earlier trends
suggested. More significant may be the conclusion
that California cannot rely on an unlimited supply of
foreign-born labor, or domestic labor for that matter,
to meet its workforce needs, and consequently the
state will be increasingly dependent on the talents
and skills of homegrown workers.
The slowdown in immigration also means that the
characteristics of the immigrant population are
shifting as more of them become long-settled in the
state. Two of these characteristics, age and duration of
residence in the U.S., are matters of accounting and
can be projected with a high degree of confidence.
The projections of these characteristics are described
next.

Arrival Cohorts
In addition to the number of immigrants in the
population of California, the California Demographic
Futures model also projects the population of each
generation or cohort, of immigrants who arrived in
the U.S. in the same year. The projections are summarized by year of arrival in Exhibit 4.3. They show,
for example, the population of the cohort that arrived
in the U.S. in 1980-1989 and was first observed at 3.1
million in the Census of 1990 (and shown in the first
column of the table).8By reading this row across the
columns, one can trace the population of the 1980s
arrivals first in the censuses of 2000 and 2010 and
then in the generational projections to 2020, 2030,
and 2040. The population of this “arrival cohort”
shrinks over time, with losses initially due mainly to
emigration (often back to countries of origin) and, increasingly as the cohort ages in later years, due to the
impact of mortality. Earlier and later arrival cohorts
can also be seen in the exhibit, showing their past and
projected populations residing in California.

Duration Since Arrival and Age
The duration of time elapsed since arrival in the
U.S. is an especially significant characteristic of
the foreign-born population and can be calculated
directly for each cohort any year, since their year of
arrival in the U.S. is known. This is significant because growing duration is associated with settlement,
integration and advancement in the U.S. (See Myers,
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Exhibit 4.3: Population of California by Nativity and Foreign-Born Decade of Arrival
1990

Foreign born

Decade of arrival
2040-2049
2030-2039
2020-2029
2010-2019
2000-2009
1990-1999
1980-1989
Before 1980
Total foreign born

Native born
Total population
Sources:

129
3,112
3,202
6,443
23,273
29,716

2000

2010
2020
(thousands)

148
3,122
2,893
2,700
8,863
25,008
33,871

123
2,698
2,686
2,406
2,234
10,147
27,181
37,328

124
2,166
2,422
2,403
2,122
1,780
11,017
29,803
40,820

2030

2040

130
2,447
2,001
2,238
2,149
1,812
1,315
12,092
32,671
44,763

130
2,479
2,255
1,876
2,039
1,853
1,444
851
12,927
35,388
48,315

1990: 1990 Census 5% Public Use Microdata Sample.
2000: 2000 Census 5% Public Use Microdata Sample.
2010: 2010 American Community Survey 1-year estimate
2020-2040: Pitkin-Myers CDF 2012 Generational Projections

Notes:

Populations are as of April 1, 1990, and April 1, 2000, and July 1 in subsequent years.
1990 year of arrival in 1990 estimated as prorated share of population that arrived in
1987-1990.
Small numbers at top of each column are foreign-born who arrived between January 1 of the
current year and the date of the census or projection.

2007, chapter 5 or Myers and Pitkin 2011) For each
arrival cohort, average duration in the U.S. grows by
approximately ten years each decade.
Exhibit 4.4 shows how immigration duration added
up for the entire foreign born population in the past
and how it is projected to add up in the future. In
1990, half of the foreign-born population were recent
arrivals who had come to the U.S. in the previous
10 years, and the median time since arrival stood at
10.0 years. By 2010, the share of recent arrivals had
declined by almost half, and the share comprised by
cohorts in the U.S. for 20 years or more had more
than doubled; as a result the median duration had
risen to 19.5 years. In the future, cohorts in the U.S.
for 30 years or more are projected to steadily increase
relative to the number of more arrivals, and in 2030
the median duration is projected to rise further to
27.7 years. These projected changes and the growing
average U.S. “experience” of the immigrant population
reflect the aging of the large cohorts of immigrants
who came to California during the boom years of the
1980s and early 1990s.
As cohorts of immigrant arrivals spend longer in the
U.S., they also of course grow older. For each cohort,
16
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average age increases almost in step with duration
since arrival.9 Somewhat less obviously, the average age of the entire foreign-born, first-generation
population has increased over time and is projected
to continue to rise in the coming decades. The large
cohorts of immigrants who arrived during the 1980s
and 1990s, most as youths or young adults, are aging; more recent immigrants are also mostly young,
but they make up a shrinking proportion of the total
population of immigrants, so the average age tends to
increase over time.

Exhibit 4.4: Duration (Years) of Residence in U.S.

Source: Exhibit 4.3

Exhibit 4.5: Foreign-Born Population by Age

Source: 1990 Census 5% Public Use Microdata Sample, 2010 American Community Survey 1-year estimate 2030: Pitkin-Myers CDF 2012 Generational Projections

This dynamic can be seen in Exhibit 4.5, which
shows the age distribution of the foreign-born first
in 1990, when the peak age with the largest population was 25 to 34 years. Next it shows the changes to
2010, with the earlier 1990 distribution shaded light,
the 1990-2010 increases, all over age 25, shaded dark,
and declines, at younger ages, in outlined boxes. The
peak age had advanced to 35 to 44. In the bottom
panel of the Exhibit, the changes projected to 2030

are shown: increases above age 45, declines at younger
ages, and still a peak at age 35 to 44 years but also
a new peak at 55 to 64. Over the entire period from
1990 to 2030, the greatest growth is projected over
age 45. As a result, between 1990 and 2010 the
median age of all foreign born in California increased
by 9.4 years, from 33.6 to 43.0, and in 2030 it is
projected to rise another 9.1 years, to 52.1.
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Exhibit 4.6: Two Definitions of Second Generation for the Population of California, 1990, 2010, 2030
Nativity and Nativity of Parents

1990
2010
2030
Population Share of Population Share of Population Share of
(thousands)
total (thousands)
total (thousands)
total

Base definition of Second generation: children of foreign-born mothers
Second generation
3,908
13.2%
7,305
Third generation
19,365
65.2%
19,876
23,273
78.3%
27,181
Total native born

9,909
22,762
32,671

22.1%
50.8%
73.0%

Expanded definition of Second generation: children with at least one foreign-born parent
Second generation
5,021
16.9%
8,861
23.7%
12,113
Third generation
18,252
61.4%
18,320
49.1%
20,558
Total native born
23,273
78.3%
27,181
72.8%
32,671

27.1%
45.9%
73.0%

Foreign born
Total population
Note:

19.6%
53.2%
72.8%

6,443

21.7%

10,147

27.2%

12,092

27.0%

29,716

100.0%

37,328

100.0%

44,763

100.0%

Expanded definition reported in this table is estimated from base definition and is used only
in this report section. The base definition is used in the generational projections and in
other sections of this report.

Source: : 1990 Census 5% Public Use Microdata Sample, 2010 American Community Survey 1-year estimate 2030: Pitkin-Myers CDF 2012 Generational Projections

The Second Generation
As immigrants age, they not only grow more settled,
but like the native-born population, many have
children. These “second generation” children of the
first-generation immigrants are often considered to
be part of the immigrant population, and they are
therefore separately identified and tracked in the
Generational Projections as the children of foreignborn mothers.10 11 In the recent past and the period
of projection, the second-generation population
grows slightly faster than the first. In 1990, including
all residents with at least one foreign-born parent,
a commonly used but more expansive definition
than used in the projections or other sections of this
report,12 the second generation comprised 16.9% of
the total population of California, less than the 21.7%
that were foreign born, but nonetheless substantial.
In 2010 the children born to immigrants in the 1990s
and 2000s had raised this share to 23.7% of the state’s
total population, and by 2030, the second generation
is projected to comprise 27.1% of the total population, roughly equal to the number of first-generation
foreign-born population. In that year, the first and
second generations combined are projected to make
up 54.1% of the resident California population. These
results are shown in Exhibit 4.6, which also shows the
second generation population according to the base
definition used elsewhere in the Generational Projections.
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The age distribution of the second generation population is quite different than for the first generation.
Between 1990 and 2010, continued births to immigrants caused the median age of the second-generation population to fall from 21.8 years in 1990 to
just 17.6 years in 2010. The median age is projected
to stop falling and increase substantially, 2010 to
28.5 years in 2030, due declining numbers of births
to foreign-born women and the aging of the large
cohort born in the 1990s and early 2000s.
In this section we have focused on the foreign-born
population, its growth through immigration, and their
children, the second generation. It has grown rapidly
in past decades and is projected to continue to grow
at slower rate in the future. Immigrants are not frozen
in time like Peter Pan, they are no longer all newcomers, and further predictable changes are projected. In
the next section we consider the foreign-born population in context as one of three large origin groups
that together comprise the California population and
the relationships among them.

5

Changing Origins of the Population:
Fewer Immigrants and More Homegrown

T

he result of migration trends is that the predominant origins of residents in California have
shifted over time. This is played out differently
across the age groups for the reason that adults have
had more time than children to relocate themselves
and also because older people often preserve a history
of migration that was prevailing in the decades when
they were in their 20s and 30s.
This section explores three dimensions of residents’
origins: immigration from abroad, migration from
another U.S. state, and native-Californian by birth.
After examining these individually, we then assemble
a composite image of the changing origins of the
California population.

Foreign-Born Origin
In 1990, immigration was still a relatively new event,
which meant that most of the foreign-born were still
in young ages. As seen in Exhibit 5.1, the age with
the highest share of residents who were foreign born
in 1990 was 18 to 24. Fully 29.0% of these young
adults were foreign-born. Twenty years later, in 2010,
the highest foreign-born share was found at ages
35 to 44 (44.3%), while in 2030 the highest share is
projected for ages 55 to 64 (46.4%). The aging of
this peak follows the aging of the earlier cohort with
the highest foreign-born share, because the rate of
immigration began slowing after 1990 and subsequent young cohorts in California were not composed
of as many foreign-born.

Overall, it is striking how large a share—over one
third—of the California middle-aged residents are
foreign-born. Meanwhile, among youth the foreignborn share is dropping and among the elderly there
is a virtual doubling. In fact, just at ages 65 to 74, we
find that the foreign-born share has already increased
from 17.5% to 32.6%, with a further increase projected to 39.7% by 2030.

Origins in Other U.S. States
The changes in foreign-born prevalence are accompanied by a different set of changes among residents
who are migrants to California from other states in
the nation. These former residents of Iowa, Texas,
or New York are much more prevalent at older ages,
although their numbers are rapidly falling. Among

Exhibit 5.1: Percent Foreign Born By Ages

Source: Census Bureau IPUMS, Pitkin-Myers CDF 12 Generational Projections
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Exhibit 5.2: Other U.S. Born By Age

Exhibit 5.3: Homegrown By Age

Source: Census Bureau IPUMS, Pitkin-Myers CDF 12 Generational Projections

Source: Census Bureau IPUMS, Pitkin-Myers CDF 12 Generational Projections

residents ages 65 to 74 in 1990, 62.2% were born
in another state, while that drops in 2010 to 39.9%
and is projected to decline to 21.5% by 2030 (Exhibit 5.2). Combined with the finding above about
growing foreign-born prevalence at older ages, we
are witnessing a great reshaping of the identity and
background of the state’s elderly population.

and the unemployment burden fell heaviest on the
youngest, most migration prone adults (Myers et al,
2011: Figure 3). In addition, the extraordinary boom
in California house prices created another incentive
for this cohort of adults to exit, 10 years later, in the
early 2000s, when the cohort was in its 30s, because
they had grown frustrated by their inability to purchase homes. The combined effect was to drive out
a sizable number of California’s grown children who
sought employment and housing in other states. In
the current period, the ill effects of the Great Recession are more evenly spread, with fewer safe havens
to attract outmigrants, and the crash in California
housing prices has reduced that difference as well.
Accordingly, we should not expect to witness as great
an exodus from the current cohort of young adults.

The California Born
What is the most common origin at young ages is native birth in California, the creation of a homegrown
generation raised in this state. As seen in Exhibit 5.3,
it always has been much more common for children
and young adults to be born in the state where they
now reside. However, in 1990, half of the residents
ages 18 to 24 were California natives (50.0%), and it
was progressively lower in older age groups. By 2010,
this share had increased markedly, reaching 69.2%
of those aged 18 to 24. This change reflected the
dramatic slowdown in migration after 1990, while the
older age groups were slower to be affected because
many of their members were already resident in 1990.
The age contour of the homegrown share slopes
downward at a relatively steady rate, with one exception that is illuminating. In 2010, the share at ages
35 to 44 appears to be depressed by 5 to 8 percentage
points. A prior study of the homegrown identified
this cohort as suffering losses during the economic
recession of the 1990s that was much more severe in
California than the rest of the nation (Myers, Pitkin
and Ramirez 2009). At that time, the unemployment rate in California was 9.6%, compared to 7.5%
for the nation as a whole, a differential of 2 points,
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The Combined Origin Profiles
by Age and Race-Ethnicity
The three major origin groups can be combined in
one exhibit for each of the age groups, as shown in
Exhibit 5.4, comparing the origin profile in 2030
to the one in 2010. The information displayed is
identical to that shown for those years in the preceding exhibits, but it permits comparisons of the three
origins. The foreign-born shares of each age group
are shown at the top of the chart and the homegrown
at the bottom. In between, the light-shaded portion
represents the shares born in other states of the U.S.
That area is much larger at older ages, but between
2010 and 2030 it grows ever smaller. Over time, we
also see how the foreign-born shares are anticipated
to shift toward older ages. And the homegrown shares
rise ever higher at younger ages.

The same origin profiles have been prepared for each
of the four major race-ethnic groups, comparing the
four as projected for 2030 (Exhibit 5.5). The White
and Black profiles exhibit much larger shares that
were born in other states than is true of Latinos and
Asians. Yet even among Whites and Blacks we see
that this “other U.S.” component is prominent only
above age 65, reflecting migration to California more
than 40 years earlier. Conversely, among Latinos and
Asians we find that the great majority are foreignborn, although this is most common above age 25
for Asians and above age 35 for Latinos. Very few
California residents among these two race-ethnic
groups were born in other states.
The increase in the homegrown population is striking among all four race-ethnic groups. By 2030, we
anticipate that the California-born will constitute a
majority of all White and Black residents younger
than 75, all Latino residents younger than 45, and
all Asian and Pacific Islander residents younger than
25. Among Latinos the changes have been especially
swift. For example, at ages 25 to 34, only 29.7%
were California born in 2000, but this increased to
46.4% in 2010 and is projected to be 64.8% in 2020
and 68.9% in 2030 (data not shown in the exhibit).
Meanwhile, the age group that is 20 years older,
ages 45 to 54 in 2030, is anticipated to increase its
California-born share to roughly the level where the
25 to 34 year-olds were in 2010.

A New Era of Homegrown Majority
in California
What the origin profiles demonstrate is that California has entered a new era of settlement. Migration
from other states has subsided, as has immigration,
and the previously settled residents have given birth
to a new generation that is native Californian. We
have entered the new era of the homegrown majority, not just among total population, but also among
young adults and even the middle-aged. The significance of this change is many-fold. The new generation of workers, taxpayers, and homebuyers will have
been California-educated with the support of California taxpayers, unlike in past decades when many
workers were imported from other states or nations.
Analysis show that these native Californians are more
committed to the state, with out-migration rates that
are one-third as high as for California residents who
were born in other states and of the same age (Myers,
Pitkin and Ramirez 2009). Birth in California implies that one’s parents also live here, rooting people
by their family networks, as well as by their networks
of childhood friends. The future of California is now
anchored by this homegrown settlement.

Exhibit 5.4: Origins By Age, 2010 and 2030
2010

2030

Source: Pitkin-Myers CDF 12 Generational Projections
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Exhibit 5.4: Origins By Age and Race in 2030
White

Hispanic

Black

Asian & PI

Source: Pitkin-Myers CDF 12 Generational Projections
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6

Changes in California’s Working Age Population

O

ne of the major implications of the population
projections is with regard to the future workforce of California. How much will the working age
population increase and what will be the composition
of this growth? This question has great import for
the economic future of California. Here we address
two key age ranges: “working age” residents are in
the prime ages of 25 to 64; “training age” residents
are ages 18 to 24 and preparing to enter the prime
working age.
The number and characteristics of working age
population has major significance, because this group
is the source of the labor force and the provider of
replacement workers for the retiring older generation. The prime working age population provides
the labor force that drives the economy. This group
contains the most productive workers and residents
in their highest earning years. These are the principal
taxpayers, the biggest consumers, and the bulk of the
homebuyers. Changes in the working age population
thus have broad implications for California’s future.
Separately, we will focus also on the number and
characteristics of youths and young adults, ages 18
to 24. This group is often termed working age, but
as will be explained, they are more often in training
or apprenticeships and entry-level positions: they are
preparing to join the workforce. The quality of their
preparation is subject to public policy intervention

and has great importance because these youths and
young adults are at the optimum age to be trained to
become productive members of the labor force. The
number and characteristics of these “training age”
residents of California thus deserve special attention.
In this section, the working age population is compared between 1990 and 2010, and then with the
2030 projection. The main focus is on the growth
in the number of working age residents, comparing the coming 20 years of growth to the last 20
years. This growth can be partitioned by its origins,
whether foreign-born or native-born, with the latter
divided between the children of immigrants (second
generation) or those of the third and higher generation. Alternatively, growth in working age residents
also can be partitioned by place of birth, dividing
the native-born between those born in California
or elsewhere in the U.S. Consistent with findings
reported in Section 5, above, we find here that the
homegrown population is by far the greatest sector of
future growth in the working age population. Closer
examination is then given to changes in the the race
and ethnicity of these homegrown California working
age residents.
Following that working age analysis, we then conduct
similar investigation of the training age residents.
These young recruits are truly the cutting edge of
California’s emerging future.
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Exhibit 6.1: Immigrant Generation of the Working Age Population and its Growth
Working Age 25 to 64
Number (thousands)
Native, Third or Higher
Native, Second
Foreign-Born
Total Working Age

1990
10,411
1,087
4,059
15,557

2010
10,425
1,929
7,433
19,786

Share of Total
2030
10,201
5,124
7,722
23,047

Growth 1990 to 2010

Native, Third or Higher
Native, Second
Foreign-Born
Total Working Age

Number
(thousands)
14
842
3,374
4,230

Share
0.3
19.9
79.8
100.0

1990
66.9
7.0
26.1
100.0

2010
52.7
9.7
37.6
100.0

2030
44.3
22.2
33.5
100.0

Growth 2010 to 2030
Number
(thousands)
-223
3,195
289
3,260

Share
-6.9
98.0
8.9
100.0

Source: Census Bureau, Pitkin Myers CDF 2012

When is Working Age or Training Age?
There is frequent ambiguity about what constitutes
“working age,” and so the definitions employed here
deserve explanation. The term working age is often
used to convey the age range within which people
are typically employed in the labor force. Virtually
all definitions define the upper limit of working age
as 64, even though a sizable share of people work at
least part-time beyond that age. Given that Medicare
and other benefits often start at age 65, or full Social
Security at 67, the conventional upper limit of 64
has general usefulness. Seniors of ages 65 and older
are supported in their entitlements by working age
residents who are the principal taxpayers.
There is less agreement about the lower limit of
working age. The Bureau of Labor Statistics defines
it as starting at 16. However, it is more common to
define working age as the Census Bureau does as
beginning at 18. This convention may be based on the
assumption that people start working after completing high school. Or it may simply be based on the
notion that teenagers are able-bodied enough to help
with farm labor or other manual tasks. Whether or
not young people have the capability of working,
it may not be in the public interest to rely on their
employment to support other members of society.
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In the contemporary economy young people ages 18
to 24 require extended training to perform useful
roles. Many are enrolled in college or other training
programs, and even more should be so. When young
people are employed, it is often as interns or apprentices, in entry-level trainee positions, or in part-time
capacities. For these reasons, it is useful to distinguish
these young adults, ages 18 to 24, as being of “training age” rather than of prime working age.13 Because
they are about to join the prime-age workforce, those
of training age have special importance. This group
of young adults deserves attention as a separate
category for close attention.

Generational Make-Up of the Working Age
The working age population grew by 4.2 million from
1990 to 2010, and is projected to grow only moderately less (3.3 million) in the coming 20 years. There
have already been dramatic changes in the generational origins of the working age population.
In the past the foreign-born share was increasing, but
in the future increases are projected in the second
generation. From 1990 to 2010 the foreign-born
share rose from 26.1% to 37.6% of the working
age population (Exhibit 6.1). However, a decline is
projected in this share through 2030, falling to 33.5%.

Instead in the future the share that is second generation is projected to increase, rising from 9.7% in 2010
to 22.2% of the working age group in 2030.
In the past, the largest share of the working age
population was native-born of third or higher generation residence in the U.S. However, this share
declined from 66.9% in 1990 to barely half (52.7%) in
2010 and is projected to decline further to 44.3% in
2030.
The generations’ changing shares of the working age
group in different decades result from sharply different contributions to growth in different periods. In
the last 20 years, the foreign-born accounted for almost 80.0% of the growth in working age residents in
California (Exhibit 6.1). However, in the coming 20
years, the foreign-born share of growth is projected
to be only 9% of total growth. Instead of a gain of 3.3
million working age in the last 20 years, the next 20
years are expected to see only an increase of only 290
thousand in foreign-born of working age.
The native-born, third or higher generation contributed very little growth in the last 20 years and is
projected to see a small loss in the working ages in
the coming 20 years.

In their stead, the native-born, second generation, i.e.,
the children of immigrants, are projected to become
the new, major source of growth in working age Californians. This new generation can be expected to add
3.2 million members to the working age population
and account for virtually all of the growth (98%) in
the working age population between 2010 and 2030.

Place-of-Birth Origins of the Working Age
Further attention is due the distinction within the
working age residents who are native-born, separating
those who are native Californians from those born in
other parts of the U.S.
California-born residents are distinctive and worthy
of separate attention, as in Section 5. The Californian-born are more rooted in the state, with outmigration that is two-thirds lower, than are native-born
from other states. They are anchored by family and
networks of school friends, and their entire education
has been accomplished in this state (with rare exceptions). The California-born are truly a homegrown
resource that will support the future economy of the
state.
The California-born already were the largest component of the working age population in 2010 (41.2%)

Exhibit 6.2: California Origins of the Working Age Population and its Growth
Working Age 25 to 64
Number (thousands)
Share of Total
California-Born
Other US Born
Foreign-Born
Total Working Age

1990
5,502
5,996
4,059
15,557

2010
8,148
4,206
7,433
19,786

2030
11,801
3,524
7,722
23,047

Growth 1990 to 2010

California-Born
Other US Born
Foreign-Born
Total Working Age

Number
(thousands)
2,646
-1,791
3,374
4,230

Share
62.6
-42.3
79.8
100.0

1990
35.4
38.5
26.1
100.0

2010
41.2
21.3
37.6
100.0

2030
51.2
15.3
33.5
100.0

Growth 2010 to 2030
Number
(thousands)
3,653
-681
289
3,260

Share
112.0
-20.9
8.9
100.0

Source: Census Bureau, Projections, Pitkin Myers CDF 2012
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Exhibit 6.3: Immigrant Generation of the Training Age Population and its Growth
Training Age 18 to 24
Number (thousands)
Share of Total
Native, Third or Higher
Native, Second
Foreign-Born
Total Training Age

1990
1,997
351
960
3,308

Native, Third or Higher
Native, Second
Foreign-Born
Total Training Age

2010
2,013
1,156
792
3,961

2030
1,965
1,486
638
4,089

1990
60.4
10.6
29.0
100.0

2010
50.8
29.2
20.0
100.0

2030
48.1
36.3
15.6
100.0

Growth 1990 to 2010

Growth 2010 to 2030

Number
(thousands)
16
805
-168
653

Number
(thousands)
-48
330
-154
128

Share
2.4
123.3
-25.7
100.0

Share
-37.2
257.8
-120.6
100.0

Source: Census Bureau, Pitkin Myers CDF 2012

and this number is projected to increase to a majority
(51.2%) in 2030 (Exhibit 6.2). Meanwhile, those
from other U.S. states are in decline: their projected
share of 15.3% in 2030 will be less than half what it
was in 1990.
The California-born already accounted for a large
share of the growth in the working age group in the
last 20 years (63%). The 2.6 million increase more
than offset the 1.8 million decrease among nativeborn from other states. However, in the coming 20
years the California-born are projected to assume a
pre-eminent role. Their 3.7 million increase amounts
to 112% of all the growth among the working age,
because it offsets both the continued decline in working age residents born in other states and the very
slow growth of the foreign-born. The unavoidable
implication of these projections is that future growth
of California’s labor force will increasingly rely on
our homegrown residents.

Special Attention to the Training Age Residents
The projections for the workers in training ages,
18 to 24, underscore these findings. In fact, the
generational changes occur earliest for the younger
segment, and we see in Exhibit 6.3 that the foreignborn share already declined by 2010 to 20.0%, barely
half the foreign born share of all working ages. Over
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the coming 20 years the foreign-born share is projected to fall to only 15.6% of the training age group.
Meanwhile, the second generation make up 29.2%
of the training age population, three times that of
all working age, and the share is projected to rise to
36.3% in 2030.
Simply stated, the second generation accounted for all
the growth in the training age group over the last 20
years and is projected to do so over the next 20 years.
In fact, in the coming period, the other segments
are expected to decline, meaning that without the
growth of the second generation (by 330 thousand),
the total training age population would shrink. As it
is, the growth of the total training age population is
projected to subside from 653 thousand in the last 20
years to only 128 thousand projected in the coming
20 years.
This underscores how vital the second generation will
be both as a source of labor force and as the major
source for replenishing the work force that would
otherwise be depleted through increasing numbers of
retirements.
California-born status also has already increased
sharply among young training age residents. We see
in Exhibit 6.4 that the California-born share was
already 50.1% in 1990 and climbed to 69.2% by 2010,

Exhibit 6.4: California Origins of the Training Age Population and its Growth
Training Age 18 to 24
Number (thousands)
California-Born
Other US Born
Foreign-Born
Total Training Age

1990
1,657
691
960
3,308

California-Born
Other US Born
Foreign-Born
Total Training Age

2010
2,741
427
792
3,961

2030
2,934
518
638
4,089

1990
50.1
20.9
29.0
100.0

Share of Total
2010
69.2
10.8
20.0
100.0

2030
71.7
12.7
15.6
100.0

Growth 1990 to 2010

Growth 2010 to 2030

Number
(thousands)
1,084
-264
-168
653

Number
(thousands)
192
90
-154
128

Share
166.1
-40.4
-25.7
100.0

Share
150.0
70.6
-120.6
100.0

Source: Census Bureau, Pitkin Myers CDF 2012

which is about that same share as projected in 2030.
Over the last 20 years the growth in California-born
dominated all growth in the training age population, with an increase of 1.1 million while there were
declines among both the other U.S. and the foreign
born. Looking forward 20 years, much less growth
overall is expected in this age group, but the California-born are projected to dominate.
Thus we arrive at a similar conclusion for the
California born and for the second generation, the
two dominant growth groups, which, it should be
understood, overlap in membership. Yet the growth
of the California-born is greater because it draws on
population members who are both third and second
generation.

Racial and Hispanic Make-Up
of California’s Homegrown
So important is the rise of the California-born
population that we examine it a little more closely
for both working age and training age residents.
Who are these new homegrown contributors to the
workforce—specifically, what is their race or ethnic
identity? For this assessment we compare the racial
and Hispanic composition in 2010 and 2030 (Exhibit
6.5). In general, the white share is receding among
the training age and working age. By 2030, it is

projected that only 23.5% of the training age population will be White, while that will be true of 36.1%
of those in working age group. In contrast the major
group growing is Latino. By 2030, it is projected that
58.1% of the training age group will be Latino, as will
be 46.0% of the working ages.
Overall, these findings indicate that California’s work
force and economy will be increasingly dependent on
Latinos. With Latinos’ large share of the training age
population in particular, it will likely prove necessary to include Latinos as a central part of any plan
to facilitate job training or to promote educational
opportunity.

Conclusion
Workforce changes projected for the coming 20 years
look very different from those seen in the last 20
years. Where the growth has been among the foreignborn, now growth is almost all among native Californians, many but not all of whom are the children of
immigrants. Many are Latino, but not all. In view of
the soaring senior ratio discussed above in Section 3,
the future will require contributions from productive,
well-trained young workers of every sort.
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Exhibit 6.5 California-Born Racial and Hispanic Composition, Working & Training Ages, 2010 and 2030

Source: Pitkin-Myers CDF 12 Generational Perspectives
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7

A Composite Portrait: Putting the Pieces Together

Previous sections of this report have focused on
specific population segments, children, working age,
seniors, the foreign born, and those born in California. This section provides an overview of how the
different segments fit together, a snapshot of the
2010 population “from 30,000 feet.” It then compares
this snapshot with one of the situation two decades
earlier, in 1990, and one projected ahead for 2030.
Together, these snapshots provide a time-sequence
graphic summary of California’s coming generational
transition.
They show how three large demographic waves, the
products of past episodes of rapid growth, shape the
projections of California’s population for the coming decades: native-born baby boomers driving the
coming increase in retirement-age seniors relative
to the population in prime working age, immigrants
who came in the surge in the 1980s and 1990s now
dominating a more settled and aging foreign-born
population, and the large cohort of children born in
the 1990s and early 2000s forming the basis for a new
and rising homegrown majority in the state.

2010
These composite snapshots of the generations take
the form of “age-nativity pyramids” for California,
starting with 2010 (middle graph in Exhibit 7.1).
Modeled after the widely used age-sex population
pyramid, the age-nativity pyramid shows five-year
age segments, from the youngest at the bottom to

the oldest at the top. The central vertical line divides
the population by nativity, with the foreign-born to
the left and native-born on the right. Within the
foreign-born, the shading denotes decade of arrival,
ranging from the most recent in the lightest tone to
the earliest (and now longest resident) in the darkest.
Among the native-born, those born in California
(shown in light green) are distinguished from natives
of other states.
In this figure, the California-boom generation (born
in the 1990s and early 2000s) can be clearly seen
in the under age 20 segments to the right, and the
immigration surge generation in the bulge to the left,
peaking at ages 35 to 44. Slightly higher, the relatively large post World War II Baby Boom generation
is also visible in the bulge to the right, with the peak
of the California-born segment at ages 45 to 54 and
those from other states five years higher.

1990
This is quite a different portrait from observed for
1990. As shown in the top panel of Exhibit 7.1, the
immigration surge generation can be seen in the
midst of its growth, when it was newly arrived. At
that time the foreign-born population was much
younger on average than in 2010. Among the nativeborn, both segments of the Baby Boom generation
were twenty years younger and their numbers were
substantially larger than in 2010. By the latter date,
the numbers had been whittled down by periods of
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Exhibit 7.1: California Residents By Place of Birth in 1990, 2010, and 2030
1990

2010

2030

Source: Census Bureau IPUMS, Pitkin Myers CDF 12 Generational Projections
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out-migration, heavy in the 1990s and more moderate
but still substantial after 2000.
Back in 1990 the beginning of the California baby
boom is discernible in the youngest age segment. It
is noteworthy that a fourth large generation is also
visible in 1990, namely the migrants from other states
who arrived during the 1950s. These residents can be
seen in the bump at age 65-69 in the component that
was born in other states. By 2010 this once prominent
group was no longer visible in the age-nativity pyramid because of the cumulative impact of mortality as
the cohort advanced in years.

2030
We can also trace all the cohorts forward in time
to 2030, when they are 20 years older. The 2030
pyramid, on the bottom in Exhibit 7.1, shows them
as climbing a ladder to a later stage in life. The Baby
Boom and immigration surge generations will be
older, with some shrinkage among the Boomers due
to mortality. The homegrown, California baby boom
generation will continue to mature, and its oldest
members will near 40 years of age.
Since this pyramid is based on a projection, there is
unavoidably some uncertainty about its exact shape.
If immigration is higher than assumed in the projections, it would expand the foreign-born segment
toward the left with more new arrivals, and if lower
than projected would compact the segment toward
the right. Similarly, any increase in fertility would
expand the native-born segments to the right (but
only in the recently born age groups). And any deviations from the assumed levels of domestic migration
would have corresponding repercussions for shrinking
California-born segments, if greater out-migration,
or growing the Other-U.S.-born segments, if greater
in-migration than currently assumed. However, barring large and unexpected shifts in the occurrence of
migration and fertility, the main features and general
shape of the 2030 population should resemble the
pyramid in this figure.
It should be pointed out that one substantial change
between 2010 and 2030 would be not affected by surprises in any of these areas. The projected spread at
the top of the pyramid occupied by the old-old results

from continued modest declines projected in mortality rates combined with growing cohort sizes. For
almost a century even the largest changes in elderly
mortality rates have occurred gradually, so any change
large enough, and sudden enough, to substantially
change the projected increase in the oldest population
by 2030 would be highly unusual.

The Imprint of Different Histories of Settlement
Each of the major race-ethnic groups in California
has a different history of residence in the state, and
this is reflected in their unique age-nativity profiles.
Pyramids projected for each in 2030 are shown in
Exhibit 7.2.
Whites and Blacks, at the left, are predominantly
native-born populations with relatively small foreignborn numbers evident on the left-hand side. (Note
that the horizontal axes for Blacks and Asians and
Pacific Islanders are stretched so that each unit
represents a third as many people as in the two upper
graphs, for Whites and Hispanics.) White and Black
pyramids both show relatively little variation from old
to young ages and both reveal the Baby Boom and
California baby boom generations as bulges in the age
structure. The pyramid for Whites appears slightly
top heavy, indicating an older population on average,
while that for Blacks is somewhat broader below the
middle.
On the facing page, in the second half of Exhibit
7.2, we see projected population structures with large
numbers of immigrants. The foreign-born shares are
relatively and in absolute numbers much larger than
for the Whites and Blacks, and especially prominent
for Asians. At the bottom of these pyramids, at
younger ages, larger native and California-born numbers push the pyramids rightward. Since the parents
of the young people near the base of each pyramid are
to be found higher in the same pyramid, this tilt from
top left to lower right graphically depicts a generational transition.
For Hispanics, the younger, California-born generation, is projected to outnumber the older and predominantly foreign-born generation, but for Asians,
the relative sizes of the generations are projected to
be the reverse, a result of much smaller family sizes
and lower fertility rates among Asians.
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Exhibit 7.2: California Residents by Race and Place of Birth in 2030
White

Black NH

Source: Pitkin Myers CDF 12 Generational Projections

Reflections on Common Heritage
and Shared Destiny
The advantage of the age-nativity pyramid is that it
affords a global overview of the California population, combining all the elements discussed elsewhere
in this report. The newly discovered image of planet
Earth from space led to a new perspective on environmental connectedness and shared fate. How
might the fresh encounter with these composite
overviews lead to new perceptions about California
residents?
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The pyramids certainly make plain the age structure
and life-cycle that all hold in common. Each resident,
no matter the birth place, is subject to the same aging
and eventual mortality.
But there is another striking and significant commonality that is visible. Despite all the differences
among the four race-ethnic pyramids projected for
2030, what stands out is the overwhelming dominance of the California-born shares at young ages.
Concentrated as it will be among children and young

Hispanic

Asian & PI

Source: Pitkin Myers CDF 12 Generational Projections

adults, the new homegrown majority will be a generation that shares a common heritage of birth and place.
With foresight, there is now an opportunity to
nurture and strengthen the bond of this basic heritage
through policies. It is hard to imagine that the identities defined by race and ancestral origin will rapidly
fade. However, it is equally difficult to imagine that
they will persist unmodified into the indefinite future.
As they do fade, sooner or later, there is likely to be
an opening for identities defined by birth and place
to assume greater importance in people’s lives.
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8

Methodology and Questions and Answers
About the Generational Population Projections

In this section we give a description of the methodology and assumptions used to generate the generational population projections for California. We also
provide a relatively less technical description of the
methods and assumptions in a Q&A format. A more
detailed description of the California Demographic
Futures (CDF) model (but not the assumptions used
in 2012) can be found in Pitkin and Myers (2011a).

Methodology
The specific methods used here have been modified
from those developed and used for previous population projections by the authors, notably of California
population by nativity based on 1990 Census data
(Myers and Pitkin 2001) and on 2000 Census data
(Myers, Pitkin, and Park 2005). The same methods
are used here and applied to the 2010 Census base
population and have been extended to model the state
of birth of the native-born population, whether in
California or another state, in addition to nativity and
immigrant generation. A more detailed description
of the current model is given in Pitkin and Myers
(2011a).
Cohor t Component Method
Population is modeled and projected using the cohort
component method, which tracks the different kinds
of demographic events or components that account
for all population changes: births, or “fertility,” deaths,
or “mortality,” and the numbers of immigrants and
emigrants. A distinction is made between in-migrants

from outside the U.S., “immigration,” and migrants
moving between California and other states, “domestic migration.”
A standard method of modeling and projecting
population change, used e.g. by the U.S. Bureau of the
Census (e.g., 2000) and State of California Department of Finance (DOF, 2007), tracks these components for birth cohorts, those people born in the same
year (and of the same age), because per capita rates of
demographic events vary greatly over the human life
cycle. Fertility, for example, is nil for young children
and men. There are also large differences across age
groups in per capita rates of mortality and migration.
For example, the number of deaths in the population
increases when there are greater numbers of elderly
with higher rates of mortality. By tracking the population of different birth cohorts as they age over time,
the cohort component method can therefore model
variations over time in the total numbers of births,
deaths, and migrants more accurately than alternative
short-cut methods.
There are also considerable differences in death rates
both between the sexes and among races. In order
to measure the impacts of these differences as the
composition of the population shifts over time the
cohort component model therefore also splits the
population by sex, race, and Hispanic origin, thereby
identifying the population in each of a thousand
unique cohorts defined by birth cohort (or age), sex,
and race or ethnicity in each year (i.e. 100 ages times
2 sexes times 5 or more race-ethnic groups).
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If the future assumed component rates are specified in sufficient detail, this model can be applied to
project a base population forward in time.
Nativity and Generations
The cohort method we use to model the population
of California extends the conventional model to identify the population further by nativity, i.e., whether
native- or foreign-born; for the foreign-born, by year
of arrival in the U.S.; and, for the native-born, by
nativity of mother (defining the “second” and “third”
generations) and by state of birth, California or other.
We do this for two reasons.
First, there is evidence of substantial variations in
demographic rates among nativity groups, by foreignborn duration of residence in the U.S., and by nativeborn state of birth.
• There are large differences in fertility between
native-born and foreign-born women. Using vital
statistics data (birth records) for California, we
estimate that average lifetime fertility (the “total
fertility rate”) for foreign-born Latinas between
2000 and 2008 was 71% higher than the rate for
native-born Latinas, and there were substantial
though smaller differences by nativity for nonHispanic women.14
• Mortality rates are lower for foreign-born than
native-born populations of the same ethnicity
(Sevak and Schmidt 2008).15
• Ahmed and Robinson (1994) estimate large
variation in rates of emigration from the U.S. by
the foreign born, 19 % of the immigrants who
had been in the U.S. less than ten years (at the
start of the decade) compared with 9 % of those
who had been in the U.S. ten to 19 years. (Although there are no reliable data on emigration of
the native-born population, the rates are assumed
to be much lower.)
• Rates of domestic migration vary by state of birth.
For example, California residents who were born
in other states were 2 to 5 times more likely as
those born in California to move from California
to another state between 1995 and 2000.
Second, a great deal of information on nativity and
duration of residence in the U.S. is implicitly modeled
but not retained or reported in the generally used
cohort component method. Such information can
therefore be made explicit and available to data users
36
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simply by being separately tallied and reported. It is,
in a very real sense, a by-product of the generally used
cohort component method and can be utilized if the
framework of the model is extended to capture it. In
fact, the U.S. Census Bureau did this when it issued
its first national population projections by nativity, though not by immigrant generation or year of
arrival, and Passell and Edmonston (1994) developed
projections of the U.S. population by nativity, immigrant generation, and origin.
Temporal and Spatial Structure
The model starts from April 1, 2010, the date of the
2010 Census and projects the population to July 1 of
2010 and subsequent years through 2040 in one three
month increment and then in one-year intervals with
components of change determined by the assumptions described below.
The model is also run in simulation or calibration
mode for 10 years starting from the April 1, 2000
Census 2000 base population. This is done for the
purpose of calibrating the demographic rates to vital
statistics data (births and deaths) for the period and
to the changes in population recorded in the two
censuses. The simulation results are also merged with
2010 1-Year American Community Survey estimates
to estimate base-year population characteristics of
birthplace and year of arrival for the total population. Data for 2010 thus have been synthesized from
multiple data sources and, although they reflect the
census, they may differ slightly from the American
Community Survey estimates for population subgroups.
In addition to California, the model identifies the
populations of two other regions, (1) the rest of the
United States, with which California exchanges
domestic migrants, and (2) the rest of the world, the
source of immigrants and destination of emigrants.
The population of the rest of the United States
region is modeled in order to estimate the number of
potential domestic migrants to California.
Population Characteristics
The model identifies five mutually exclusive race and
origin groups: 1) Hispanics and non-Hispanic 2)
Whites, 3) Blacks, 4) American Indians, and 5) Asian
and Pacific Islanders. This categorization follows

the Hispanic-dominant convention, meaning that all
Hispanics are tallied first, and then the remaining
population is identified by race. Thus, for the sake of
brevity the qualifier “non-Hispanic” is implied even
when it is not explicitly stated. These categories are
combinations of those identified in the U.S. Office
of Management and Budget standards of 1977 and
are the same as the race-origin categories used in
the California Department of Finance’s population
projections and estimates prior to 2001.
The current federal standard identifies 31 race
categories in addition to Hispanic and non-Hispanic
origin, the 2007 DOF projections identify seven (Pacific Islander and Asian are now separately identified
as well as a single non-Hispanic “multi-race” category) and the latest (2008) Census Bureau national
projections have five individual races plus multi-race
by Hispanic origin.
For purposes of projections, trends in demographic
rates must be grounded in consistent historical
trends that can be meaningfully traced from the past
to present and into the future. There are too few
observations of past births and deaths according to
the new race categories identified by OMB in 1997
for this purpose. There are also unresolved questions
about the consistency of the earlier data with the selfreported race data in the Census. Moreover many of
the categories have populations that are too small to
be reliably modeled and hence must be aggregated (as
with the DOF projections). The need for population
data on race that are comparable with earlier data is
well recognized and has been filled by the National
Center for Health Statistics “bridged” race estimates
that translate the 2000 Census Summary File 1
detailed age-sex-race-origin data to the earlier race
standards using a probabilistic assignment method.
Race and Hispanic origin for the population born
after 4/1/2000 is also probabilistically assigned based
on the mother’s race and origin, since e.g., some
children of Hispanic women are not considered as
Hispanic by the respondents, presumably because
their father is not Hispanic, and conversely some
children of non-Hispanic mothers are considered to
be Hispanic. The probabilities for assigning race and
origin to projected births are from the 2000 Census
and based on the reported race and Hispanic origins
of minor children and mothers living in the same
household.

The resulting projections should not be thought of
as measures of future racial self identification. That
identification is fluid and will surely change due to
patterns of intermarriage and evolving societal norms.
Instead, the projections are an ascription of racial
heritage and track the long-term evolution of major
racial groups based on today’s norms.
The model splits the population into three immigrant
generations: the foreign-born, the “first generation”
or “immigrants”; the children of native-born mothers,
the “second generation”; and children of native-born
mothers, the “third generation.” Substantial ambiguity characterizes definition of the second generation,
whether these are the children of two immigrant
parents, of one immigrant and one native-born parent, or of an immigrant mother. We opt for the latter
definition, primarily because there is much more
complete and, presumably, accurate data on the on
mothers’ nativity than fathers’ in birth records.16
(See also discussion of alternate definition of second
generation in Section 4.)
The native-born population is also identified by
state of birth, whether California or other state. For
the population born before 4/1/2000, state of birth
is based on 2000 Census data on place of birth. For
those born after that date, it is determined by the
modeled or projected location of birth, California or
other U.S., recorded, and retained in later years as the
cohort ages.
Immigrants’ period of arrival in the U.S. is identified
by single years starting in 1980; those who arrived
earlier are combined into a single category. For the
population born before 4/1/2000, year of arrival is
derived from the 2000 Census question “When did
this person come to live in the United States?“ For
those born after that date, it is tallied by the modeled
(simulated or projected) inflows of immigrants from
abroad.17
Projections Assumptions
The following assumptions were made about future
component rates and flows in the projections:
Births are projected by applying age, race, origin,
and nativity-specific birth rates to the population
of women of childbearing age. The rates assumed in
future years are derived from the U.S. Census Bureau
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(2000) projection middle series schedules. Differences
between rates for native- and foreign-born women of
the same race, Hispanic origin, and state of residence
are calibrated to U.S. Vital Statistics reported births
for 2000-2008 and held constant in future years.
Deaths are projected by applying age, race, Hispanic origin-specific mortality rates to the projected
population. The rates assumed in future years are
linked to the U.S. Census Bureau (2000) projection
middle series schedules. The rates for California are
calibrated to deaths by age and sex reported in U.S.
Vital Statistics 2000-2009, and differences between
the national and California rates are held constant in
future years. The same rates are applied to the nativeand foreign-born population.
Emigration is estimated for the foreign-born population based on per capita rates that vary by nativity,
duration since entry, age, sex, race, and origin. These
rates are from Ahmed and Robinson (1994).
Immigration is projected based on independent
assumptions about future immigration to the U.S.
and the share of U.S. immigrants that will come to
California.
U.S. immigration is based on the results of our
Delphi-style survey of immigration experts regarding
total immigration flows anticipated in 2015 and 2025,
1.04 million and 1.15 million, respectively (Pitkin
and Myers 2011b). The number of immigrants in
each year through 2025 is interpolated between the
estimated 2009 immigration of 790,000 and these
two estimates. Thereafter it is held constant.
California’s share of U.S. immigration is held
constant at the shares estimated in the 2000-2010
calibration of the model, 17.4%.
Domestic migration rates between California and
the rest of the U.S. are held constant at the levels
estimated in the 2000-2010 calibration of the model,
matching the average rates of the decade. The domestic migration rate schedules to and from California,
by age, sex, race, Hispanic origin, nativity, and state of
birth, are averages of the periods 1975-1980, 19851990, and 1995-2000 as calculated from the Censuses
of 1980, 1990, and 2000 five-year mobility data.
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Questions and Answers
About the California Demographic Futures
(CDF) Generational Population Projections
1. How do the Pitkin-Myers/USC population projections compare with those issued by the California
Department of Finance through its Demographic
Research Unit?
Population projections issued in 2007 by the Demographic Research Unit of the California Department
of Finance (DOF) remain the official forecasts for
the state as of March 2012 although they will be
updated later this year to account for the 2010 census
results. The DOF projections indicate that the state’s
population will grow to 54.2 million 59.5 million by
2050. This compares with our projection of 51.2 million (8.3 million or 14% lower). Overall, the growth
projected between 2010 and 2050 is 29% lower in our
new projections than the 2007 DOF projections.
Projections to 2050 are inherently less certain than
those for 2030 or other near-term dates. The year
2030 provides a good focus for comparing projections, because demographic changes are already
substantial by that date, and also because the 20-year
time horizon may be useful for a greater number of
policy and planning applications. For 2030, the DOF
projects a population of 49.2 million as compared
with our projection of 44.8 million, which is 4.5
million (9 %) lower. Over the two decades 2010-2030
we project population growth at an average rate of
3.7 million per decade as compared with an average
increase of 5.0 million per decade projected by the
DOF.
Although the two projections are both made using
a cohort component method and break the state’s
population out by age, sex, and race, their content differs in important ways. Our new projections are more
current than those released by the DOF in 2007 and
provide more population characteristics, including
place of birth (California, other U.S. state, or abroad),
mother’s nativity or immigrant generation of those
born in the U.S., and year of arrival in the U.S. of the
foreign born population. The DOF provides greater
geographic detail, with projections for every county
in the state, and is expected to issue an updated set of
projections later this year.

2. Why are the Pitkin-Myers/USC generational
population projections lower than those issued by
the DOF?
One source of difference between the two projections
is that the base population for the DOF projections
issued in 2007 is benchmarked to the 2000 Census
count while the base population for our projection is
benchmarked to the 2010 Census. This is approximately 1.8 million lower than the DOF projection
for 2010. (Adjusted for estimated population growth
between April 1 Census and the DOF projection for
July 1, 2010.)
The second important difference appears to be that
our projection incorporates lower future levels of immigration than the DOF. Although the DOF projection does not report separate components of population change, including migration, it does report that
migration rates were developed for the decade of the
1990s. These rates are substantially above both the
migration rates we estimate for that decade as well as
those observed for the decade of the 2000s. According to the DOF, California received .7 million net
migrants foreign and domestic combined, during the
1990s (State of California, Department of Finance
2005), while we estimate that domestic outmigration
during that decade slightly exceeded net immigration,
resulting in a small net outflow of under .1 million
migrants. During the 2000-2010 decade we estimate
that California gained a net of .3 million migrants,
foreign and domestic combined.
Third, since births are projected based on per capita
fertility rates, and the majority of immigrants to the
state are of child-bearing age or younger, the higher
levels of immigration expected under the DOF projections early in the projection period lead to larger
numbers of births in later years, thereby compounding the effects of different levels of immigration.
3. How does the population growth projected by
Pitkin and Myers compare with growth in earlier
decades, i.e., 1990s and 2000s?
We project the population of California will increase
by an average of 372 thousand per year between 2010
and 2030. These increases are marginally greater
than seen in the 2000-2010 decade and even in the
1990-2000 decade, once the census figures are ad-

justed for the effect of increased population coverage
in the 2000 Census.18 In only two past decades did
California experience substantially higher population growth. This occurred during the 1980s, when
the population increased by over 6 million between
censuses, and during the 1950s, when the increase
was over 5 million. With these two exceptions, the
CDF projections of growth in the state’s population
are in line with the increases recorded in five of the
seven censuses since 1950.
4. How is immigration projected?
Immigration to California from abroad has varied
widely in past decades, rising from less than 100
thousand a year during the 1950s to well over 400
thousand a year in the late 1980s and since declining to about 350 thousand a year in 1994-2001 and
further to 200 thousand in 2009. (These are estimates
of gross immigration; net immigration is lower due
to emigration, or return migration.) Because of the
recent steep decline in immigration, there is currently
greater than usual uncertainty about its future course.
To address this uncertainty in selecting the migration
input component of our projections, in April 2011
we conducted a Delphi-style survey of ten researchers in the field of immigration on their expectations
for the number of immigrants to the U.S. Collective
expert opinion was sought as an independent guide
for the projections. According to this panel, the mean
expected 2015 level of gross immigration to the U.S.
in 2015 is 89 % of the 2000 peak. This represents a
substantial increase from 2009, which was at 73 % of
the 2000 level. By 2025 the mean expected level of
U.S. immigration reaches 97 % of 2000.
We then estimated California’s share of total immigration to the U.S. This reached a high of 39 % in
1988 and 1989. Since then this share has declined
steadily. Our projections assume that it will stabilize
near its current level of 17 % of U.S. immigration.
Together, these assumptions imply that gross immigration to California will increase from a low of
199 thousand in 2009 to an annual average of 232
thousand in 2015 and 262 thousand in 2025, in all a
30 % increase but still well below the level of the late
1980s.
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5.What do the Generational Projections assume
about domestic migration between California and
other states?
For more than two decades California has been losing
migrants on net to other states. Outmovers outnumbered inmovers by an average of 281 thousand a year
in the 1990-2000 decade and an estimated 161 thousand a year between 2000 and 2010. Our projections
incorporate an assumption that per capita rates of
moving to and from California will be maintained at
their 2000-2010 levels. However, when these rates are
applied to the changing composition of the California
population, they yield ever smaller numbers of outmigrants, falling to fewer than 10 thousand outmigrants
a year by 2030. This projected shift is caused by
declining numbers of the non California U.S.-born
population in California, a segment with much higher
rates of out-moving than the California-born and
foreign-born populations. In addition, this decline is
compounded by the aging of this population because
rates of migration are lower at older ages than earlier
in life.
6. How are births and deaths projected?
Births and deaths are projected using per capita rates
of fertility and mortality that allow for variations
by sex, age, and race as well as nativity. These rates
are first benchmarked to actual births and deaths
recorded by the California vital statistics system in
2000-2009 and then projected to change in the future
in proportion to the corresponding (middle series)
rates used by the U.S. Census Bureau (2008) in its
most recent projections of the U.S. population.
Due to the aging of the population, these per capita
rates lead to a 34 % increase in the annual number
of deaths between 2010 and 2030 and 64 % by 2040.
The number of births, however, remains relatively
stable in a range between 522 and 545 thousand
a year during the entire period of projection. This
reflects the relative lack of population increase in age
groups of women most likely to have births
7. Are the Pitkin-Myers/USC generational projections benchmarked to 2010 Census counts?
Yes. However important data were not collected in
the most recent census. Data on nativity and migration not in the 2010 Census are derived from two
other principal sources, the 2000 Census and the
2010 American Community Survey (ACS).
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The generational projections are calibrated starting
with population counts from the 2000 Census, with
detail by age, sex, race, nativity, including whether or
not born in California, year of arrival in the U.S., for
the foreign born, and detail on immigrant generation
(mother’s nativity, from the Current Population Survey) of the native born population. The CDF model
simulates annual population changes forward from
2000 to April 1, 2010, with components of change
calibrated to vital records counts of births and deaths
and estimates of immigration and domestic migration
from the annual 2001-2010 ACS; the immigration
and domestic migration components are further
calibrated to match 2010 Census counts.
The resulting simulated population for April 1, 2010,
with full detail by age, sex, race, nativity, year of
arrival, state of birth, and immigrant generation, is
then scaled to match the 2010 Census (SF1) population by age, sex, and race. This population is then
projected 3 months forward to July 1, 2010, using the
CDF model, and is then benchmarked (controlled)
to estimates from the 2010 ACS (PUMS) of nativity,
place of birth, and year of arrival cross-classified by
sex and race.19
8. How many race categories are identified in the
Pitkin-Myers/USC projections?
Like DOF, we treat Hispanic/Latino as if it were a
race, and subtract Latinos from the other race categories. A particular challenge for projections is the
presence of multiracial populations because they were
not recorded in earlier decades and they are likely to
be changing into the future. For projection purposes
it is useful to reassign non-Hispanic multiracial
populations to five major race categories. These same
categories are used in the bridged-race population
estimates put out by the National Center for Health
Statistics for use in calculating birth and death rates.
Since bridged-race estimates for the 2010 Census had
not been released as of March 2012, we used approximate estimates based on available 2010 Census SF1
tables. In the present context the five race categories
may be thought of as projections of predominant
racial heritage, not future identity.
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Endnotes

1. The terms Hispanic and Latino are used interchangeably in
this report. The federal data system categorizes data most often
by the term Hispanic, while public discussions in California more
often uses Latino. This report uses both terms.
2. The 10-year increases and estimates of immigration are
calculated from official Census counts, which may not account for
all the residents actually present. If we take account of increases
in population coverage between censuses, that alters the apparent
growth and immigration and could imply that increases during the
1980-1990 decade were somewhat higher than shown and those in
the following decade somewhat lower.
3. We noted the trend toward reduced immigration as early as
2001 and projected it to continue. See Myers and Pitkin 2001.
4. The historical annual series of California births is maintained
by the Demographic Research Unit of the California Department
of Finance. Retrieved from http://www.dof.ca.gov/research/
demographic/reports/projections/births/
5. Sometimes people as young as 16 or 18 are assumed to be
working age, but that is more appropriate in cases of farm labor or
other manual occupations. People younger than 25 in our modern
post-industrial economy are more often engaged in education,
apprenticeships and part-time work. Those ages 18 to 24 should be
considered of training age and not expected to bear the burden of
supporting the elderly.
6. Pitkin and Myers, 2011, “Survey of Expert Opinion on Future
Level of Immigration to the U.S. in 2015 and 2025 Summary of
Results” A Demographic Futures report of the USC Population
Dynamics Research Group, May 2011
url http://www.usc.edu/
schools/price/futures/pdf/2011_Pitkin-Myers_Delphi.pdf. See also
Section 8…….
7.

Myers and Pitkin (2001)

8. The smaller numbers at the top of each column show the
numbers of foreign born who arrived in the first three (or six)
months of the current year.
9. The majority of immigrants arrive as young adults or children,
but some are older or even elderly. As time passes, the surviving
members of the cohort on average are younger than those who die,
and as a result the average age of the survivors is slightly reduced
below what would be calculated by summing their average age at
time of arrival and the subsequent amount of elapsed time.
10. Even though they are native-born, the children live in
immigrant families. The youngest grow up to resemble the
characteristics of native-born with native parents, yet they always
retain this close bond with the immigrant generation.
11. The Generational Projections identify the second generation
as U.S.-born children with foreign-born mothers, since the vital
statistics fertility rates used in the CDF model are tracked by
women’s nativity.
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12. The model estimates (for 2010) and projections (to 2030
and 2040) are used as the basis for estimating the more expansive
second generation population defined as the population with at least
one foreign-born parent. The estimates shown here are based on the
observed ratios of the second generation populations according to
the two definitions in the Current Population Survey (2000-2002
average); these ratios are calculated and applied separately for each
race and birth cohort group. For 2010, the resulting estimate is 21%
(1.56 million) higher than the modeled-defined second generation
population of 8.86 million.The second generation population for
1990 is estimated as fractions of the total native-born population in
the various birth cohorts jointly defined by race and age. For older
cohorts, these shares are taken from the 1970 Census (Integrated
Public Use Microdata Sample data), which recorded parents’
nativity, and for younger cohorts, the shares are from the Current
Population Survey (2000-2002 average).
13. This classification does not ignore the fact that adults older
than 24 also may be engaged in job training or that those younger
than 25 may already be working full-time in demanding jobs.
Rather the age groupings are intended to capture the bulk of those
engaged in the different sets of activities.
14. Johnson (2007) finds some variation for earlier years but his
results for 2005 are very similar to these.
15. Due to the limitations of data for calibrating mortality rates,
the CDF model does not reflect differences in mortality rates by
nativity as it does for other components.
16. According to the 2004 Current Population Survey, fewer U.S.
adults age 18 or older are classified as second generation under
the strict two-parent rule (14.6%) than under the looser, oneparent definition (20.8%). The mother-based definition yields an
intermediate prevalence of second generation status (17.6%).
17. The census data on immigrant arrivals provide a more
inclusive count than arrivals recorded by the Office of Immigration
Statistics. The latter source only includes legally admitted residents,
omitting the unauthorized arrivals and also omitting temporary
residents whose visa status is for purposes of education, temporary
employment, or the like.
18. Net coverage of the population increased by approximately 2
% in the 2000 Census relative to the 1990 Census. We estimate that
the relative increase in coverage in California was slightly greater
and accounted for over 700 thousand of the 4.1 million increase in
total population recorded between the 1990 and 2000 Censuses.
19. Although it would be possible to obtain estimates of
birthplace and exact year of entry by exact age from the 2010
ACS microdata, the sampling variability is much greater than
the corresponding (cohort) estimate from the 2000 Census 5%
microdata (PUMS). We therefore believe that the modeled updates
of the age by birthplace by year of arrival distributions are more
reliable than the corresponding direct detailed estimates from 2010
ACS. Observed differences between the simulation results and the
Census may be explained by changes in coverage between the 2000
and 2010 Censuses.
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